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Executive Summary
Street performance has the potential to contribute
to a city’s liveability, sociability, culture and local
economy by promoting spontaneous social
encounters in public space. They can enhance a
city’s walkability by making streets more vibrant
and convivial. “Placemaking” has already been
adopted by the Government as one of the built
environment objectives in its “Hong Kong 2030+”
development strategy, lending recognition to the
fact that streets are not just for transport, but that
they play a much wider role in creating attractive,
liveable, social space.

regards to managing street performance to assess
the acceptability and feasibility of different policy
options so as to provide locally suitable policy
recommendations.

This research took place in two phases (see
Project Overview below). In the first phase,
qualitative interviews were conducted with 29
key stakeholders including street performers,
community groups, district councillors,
representatives of the business sector including
property, retail and hotels, and relevant
government departments. A Conflict/Cooperation,
Legitimacy, Interest and Power (CLIP) analysis
While with its “Walk-in-HK” initiative, the
was carried out to describe and categorise
Hong Kong Government has pledged to place
relationship dynamics to inform eventual policy
higher priority on facilitating walking and
recommendations. It was found that despite
encouraging active mobility, so far, most
conflicts certain stakeholder groups’ interests were
walkability interventions have focused on physical
potentially in alignment. Many street performers
infrastructure and street design. Public space
were willing to accept greater regulation if
management has received less emphasis and
it would legitimise their activities in certain
street performance has been an especially low
locations, make encounters with law enforcement
policy priority. Hong Kong lacks a coherent street
less arbitrary, and reduce conflicts with other
performance policy. Instead of seeking to strike a
stakeholders including other performers. Business
balance between promoting street performance
sector representatives saw street performance
and managing its negative externalities, Hong
Kong’s disjointed regulatory regime tolerates street as a potential benefit to business and tourism
by attracting more visitors and enhancing urban
performance but treats it mainly as a source of
liveability if the intensity and quality of street
nuisance.
performance activities were adequately managed.
However, none of the stakeholders individually
With the Transport Department’s (TD's)
possessed enough power, interest or legitimacy
introduction of pedestrianised streets in the early
2000s, street performance became a major source to be able to effect changes to policy in order
to realise these benefits. This was variously
of conflict between performers, residents, shop
due to the fractured nature of responsibility for
owners and pedestrians in places such as Mong
Kok. The inadequacy of existing regulatory rules and street performance among various government
departments, institutional constraints, more
practices in managing street performance activity
important priorities, concerns about public
resulted in the Yau Tsim Mong District Council
perception, and lack of channels for participation.
voting for the closure of Mong Kok’s pedestrian
Among the stakeholders, street performers were
precinct in 2014. Street management has become
found to be especially vulnerable or marginalised.
an obstacle to the expansion and creation of
Therefore, coherent leadership from the
pedestrian-friendly facilities in Hong Kong.
Government is needed in order to implement
the necessary changes. There is also a need for
The objective of this research was to engage with
deliberate and careful engagement with street
multiple key stakeholders to obtain a clearer
understanding of their priorities and concerns with performers as a group.
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The first phase also carried out case studies of
seven other dense or heavily touristed cities
through document and literature research and
interviews with overseas experts to draw lessons
from successful and less successful examples.
The cities included were New York City, London,
Bath, Prague, Taipei, Singapore, and Melbourne.
Approaches to street performance management
varied widely. Three main strategies were
identified: licensing, activity zoning, and voluntary
agreements in the form of management by
non-profit street performers’ organisations,
or voluntary codes of conduct. Across all three
models of street performance management,
features of successful systems include extensive
engagement with street performers and other
stakeholders, rules accepted as reasonable by
all major stakeholder groups, and consistent
enforcement leading with education and mediation
and leaving punitive measures as a last resort.
With this in mind, the second research phase
involved systematically testing a range of policy
proposals with the stakeholders through a twostage Delphi questionnaire. The Delphi method
is an iterative method of surveying a pool of
participants in order to systematically identify
areas of consensus and disagreement.

In the first round, stakeholders were presented
with the three major regulatory strategies as well
as six specific street performance rules and were
asked their views on the helpfulness, feasibility,
and suitability of each policy for Hong Kong.
After analysing the level of consensus on each
measure, in the second round a range of more
detailed policy ideas were presented, offering
different degrees of compromise between
competing concerns. Stakeholders were asked
to rate the acceptability of each option. It was
found that stakeholders representing a range of
interest groups were accepting of activity zoning,
management of performance sites by non-profit
arts organisations, and licensing in areas of high
street performance activity. While stakeholders
were sceptical of the effectiveness of codes of
conduct on their own, they were willing to try
implementing one as a supplementary educational
measure. Stakeholders also reached a consensus
on a range of specific policies and rules, notably
decibel limits, some restrictions on amplifiers
in residential areas, distancing requirements for
musical performers, more specific guidelines about
street obstruction, and time limits for musical
performers applied in limited contexts.

Project overview
Local context
analysis

PHASE 1

International
case studies

PHASE 2

Preliminary
stakeholder
interviews

Problem
identification
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CLIP Analysis
(power
dynamics)

Policy menu
formulation

Delphi
Questionnaire 1

Delphi
Questionnaire 2

Policy
recommendations

Summary of policy implications and
recommendations

b) Non-profit partnership management of street
performance hotspots
The Government should launch a pilot
scheme to collaborate with a non-profit
The research found that most stakeholders
arts organisation or SPA to take over the
from different sectors and interest groups
management and programming of street
shared an interest in having Hong Kong adopt a
performers in defined street performance
more proactive system of street performance
hotspots, such as the bus station outside
management. While there were a few areas of
the Star Ferry terminus in Tsim Sha Tsui. This
persistent disagreement, for example on regulating
could be done without new legislation by
monetary donations to street performers and to
establishing the area as a Temporary Places of
a lesser extent, on requiring street performers to
Public Entertainment (TPPE) using the existing
audition, stakeholders reached a strong consensus
licensing system. Street performers who wish
on a range of different policy proposals. This
to play in this area would need to obtain the
shows that there is ample opportunity for the
approval of the managing organisation and
Government to implement a number of solutions.
adhere to their schedule and guidelines. If
Taking into account Hong Kong’s institutional
successful, this model may be extended to
context and local constraints, policy
other hotspots or to future pedestrianised
recommendations were made, divided into
streets.
quick wins that would be relatively easy for the
Government to implement, as well as longer-term,
c) Voluntary code of conduct
more comprehensive measures.
This should not be implemented by itself, but
at a minimum in conjunction with the noise
QUICK WINS
standards described above. It should not be
a) Objective noise standards
imposed from above, but developed through a
A major area of consensus among stakeholders
process of stakeholder engagement, including
was the need to implement more objective
street performers, in order to obtain the buystandards for the noise control of street
in of the majority of performers. Voluntary
performers. Existing enforcement of the
codes of conduct have been used mainly in the
Noise Control Ordinance for noise from public
UK as a tool for educating street performers
places and domestic premises is based on
and other stakeholders in street performance
subjective nuisance, which makes enforcement
etiquette and to provide guidelines for conflict
more difficult from the perspective of police
mediation. Cities which have implemented
evidence gathering and prosecution, and more
them successfully have been able to avoid
inconsistent and arbitrary from the perspective
more formal legislation with statutory
of street performers. A minor amendment
penalties. Law enforcement officers may refer
to the Noise Control Ordinance to enable
to the code of conduct as a guideline for the
the setting of decibel guidelines for street
enforcement of existing laws.
performers, based on surrounding ambient
noise levels (e.g. 10 dB above background
d) More comprehensive street performance
levels), would be a major improvement.
schemes in public spaces managed by the
Leisure and Cultural Services Department
Additionally, stakeholders agreed on the
(LCSD)
importance of protecting residential areas
Most of the Leisure and Cultural Services
from excessive noise, particularly after 9
Department (LCSD) managed remaining
p.m. A ban on the use of amplifiers within a
existing street performance hotspots are
certain radius of residential buildings after 9
currently within LCSD-managed public
p.m. would be broadly acceptable and reduce
spaces, notably the Central Waterfront,
late night complaints. District Councils should
Tuen Mun Park, and to a lesser extent, the
be consulted on setting appropriate noise
Tsim Sha Tsui to Hung Hom waterfront. The
guidelines for local communities.
Pleasure Grounds Regulation (Cap 132BC)
9
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To obtain broader stakeholder acceptance,
was amended in July 2020 to enable the
street performers should not be banned from
LCSD to post any rules relating to musical
performing outside of the designated zones.
activities at their discretion. However, since
Rather, the zones should be used to regulate
then the LCSD has focused on banning
those areas with a high concentration of
performers from receiving donations, rather
street performance activity which cannot be
than facilitating street performance activities
managed by a non-profit organization and
with active management. The LCSD has a
are not under the jurisdiction of the LCSD or
major opportunity to implement a more
WKCDA. For example, urban areas with high
comprehensive scheme modelled after the
pedestrian footfall and heavy tourist activity
West Kowloon Cultural District’s (WKCD's)
such as Mong Kok and Causeway Bay could be
street performance scheme, with a relatively
regulated in this manner.
straightforward application process, which
may involve an audition, designated pitches or
distancing guidelines, managed pitch swapping, b) Licensing
Licensing is a long-term recommendation due
and decibel limits. This would require closer
to the complexity of implementation. It would
collaboration between the Cultural and Leisure
require new legislation and the establishment
Branches of the LCSD and the West Kowloon
of a licensing body under the Home Affairs
Culture District Authority (WKCDA), as well as
Bureau (HAB) to administer the programme.
adequate resources for implementation and
In the long term, the Government should
enforcement. The LCSD could potentially play a
consider introducing a licensing requirement
major role in Hong Kong’s street performance
for street performers. It is recommended
policy by accommodating the demand for
that there should be two tiers of license. The
street performance on the waterfront and in
first would be a general-purpose license that
other major regional open spaces, thereby
does not require an audition, but applicants
helping to spread performers out and reduce
should have to undergo a safety, volume
their impact on densely built-up areas. Certain
control, crowd management and equipment
parks which are far from residential areas but
check. They should also be required to
still close to public transport access may be
attend an educational briefing session on
designated for the use of street performers.
street performance rules and best practices.
Meanwhile, selected highly desirable, high
MEDIUM TO LONG TERM MEASURES
footfall, tourism-intensive areas should be
a) Street performance activity zoning
designated as auditioned zones.
In the medium term, it is recommended
that the Government implement street
Rules and regulations for street performers
performance zoning legally. To do so,
would be part of their license conditions, and
the Government needs to pass a Street
street performers would need to adhere to
Performance Activity Bill enabling the
these conditions or risk having their licenses
Government to designate areas as street
revoked. There may be different categories
performance activity zones, within which
of license for performing and visual artists as
certain regulations would be applicable.
their needs, modes of operation, and impact
These rules would vary somewhat based on
on their surroundings are different. To promote
local circumstances but may include setting
public confidence in the audition system,
a distancing requirement to prevent multiple
the judging panel should be made up of
musical performers from gathering closely
representatives of non-profit arts organisations
together, designating specific pitches, setting
and artists, including street performers.
a time limit on the duration of performances,
and preventing street performers from setting
up in critical locations such as near busy
pedestrian crossings, in addition to decibel
guidelines.
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c) Administrative reorganisation and
enforcement
Hong Kong’s existing administrative structure
is not conducive to the implementation of
comprehensive street performance policies
due to the fracturing of responsibility between
many government departments, none of which
consider street management a high priority. To
remedy this, in the short to medium term, the
Government should appoint a Commissioner
for Culture, equivalent to the existing
Commissioner for Sport, to bring a higher
profile to cultural policy at the bureau level. In
the long term, the Government may consider
establishing a Department of Culture to bring
together different areas of cultural policy and
fill jurisdictional gaps.
Alternatively, the Government should
consider establishing a Street Activity
Office with expertise from urban design,
cultural development, and tourism sectors
to coordinate various street activities from
a placemaking perspective and to manage
and facilitate various activities, including
street performance, that do not fall under the
definition of hawking.

d) Engagement
International case studies showed that high
quality stakeholder engagement was key to the
success of street performance management
schemes, no matter which management model
they adopted. The Government therefore
needs to engage with stakeholders both while
formulating policy and after implementation
so as to receive community feedback and
make adjustments. While district councils can
provide much valuable input in setting local
standards and advising on street performance
zones, the Government should not rely solely
on their feedback as district councils tend to be
heavily focused on resident complaints. Special
effort must be made to engage with street
performers themselves, as the most successful
street performance management systems are
those which have the buy-in of the majority of
street performers.

If street performance zoning or licensing
were implemented, the Government would
need to provide support and coordination
for enforcement. In the medium term, the
Government should coordinate the Police and
Food and Environmental Hygiene Departments
(FEHD) to form standing joint enforcement
teams to provide a full-time presence in highlyutilised street performance zones. A more
comprehensive solution would involve either
establishing a dedicated enforcement team for
street performance regulations under the HAB,
or redefining the role of the FEHD’s hawker
control teams in light of the continued decline
of hawking in Hong Kong.
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1

Introduction and
Methodology
1.1
		

Management of street
performance in public space

This project, “Managing Vibrant Streets 2: Street
Performance Policy in Hong Kong”, aims to
generate recommendations for the more effective
management of street performance in order to
address the inadequacy of existing measures.1 The
management of public spaces, defined as “the set
of processes and practices that attempt to ensure
that public space can fulfil all its legitimate roles,
whilst managing the interactions between, and
impacts of, those multiple functions in a way that
is acceptable to its users,”2 is an integral part of
building a liveable city with walkable, pleasant and
convivial streets and public spaces. Well-managed
street performance can be an asset to cities
by enlivening streets, encouraging sociability,3
promoting local culture, and attracting visitors.4
Some cities such as Melbourne,5 Taipei6 and
Singapore7 seek to strike a balance between the
promotion and regulation of street performance,
incorporating it into their cultural development
and city marketing strategies. However, in Hong
Kong, street performance is tolerated but treated
primarily as a source of nuisance under the
existing regulatory framework for general noise
and obstruction. There is no comprehensive or
dedicated street performance policy. The result has
been unsatisfactory for both street performers and
other stakeholders affected by the externalities
they generate.
Phase 1 of this project (see interim report
published in September 2020) explored the
relationships between street performers, law
enforcement officers, residents, business and
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property owners, and District Councillors under
the existing framework. Competition for space,
a lack of clear guidelines, and complaint-driven
enforcement practices exacerbate conflicts
which undermine community support for the
expansion of pedestrianised spaces, and promote
the exclusion of street performers from a growing
number of public spaces.
However, despite ongoing calls for a more
proactive system of management since the mid to
late 2000s, no major policy action has been taken
for various reasons: street performance is treated
as a low priority by policy makers and legislators.
The wide variation in street performance policies
in other cities makes it challenging to draw
conclusions about best practices.8 The Government
argues that Hong Kong’s dense urban environment
makes it difficult to endorse any locations as
suitable for street performance.9 Finally, the
Government argues that there is no consensus in
the community on how to address the issue.10

1.2

Objectives

This project attempts to address the obstacles
stated above by engaging with key stakeholders
from different sectors to craft policy
recommendations that are able to address their
major needs, and are seen as both acceptable
and broadly feasible. It is hoped that the
recommendations may provide some direction
for building the community support needed to
overcome institutional and political constraints.

Phase 1 of this study involved preliminary semistructured interviews with 30 stakeholders
including street performers, neighbourhood
advocacy groups, district councillors, the business
sector (property, retail and hotels), and relevant
Government departments (the LCSD, Hong Kong
Police Force (HKPF), and Food and Environmental
Hygiene Department). The interviews explored
their main concerns, their understandings of
street performance issues in Hong Kong, and
relationships or interactions with one another.
A Co-operation/Conflict, Legitimacy, Interest
and Power analysis was conducted in order to
systematise our understanding of their power
dynamics.
Phase 1 also included seven case studies
from around the world—Melbourne, Taipei,
Singapore, London, Bath, Prague and New York
City. While policies were varied, they could be
grouped into three main strategies: licensing,
zoning, and voluntary measures.11 Additionally,
there were a number of concrete guidelines or
rules that were found across various different
approaches.12 Lessons for successful engagement,
implementation and enforcement were also drawn
from these diverse examples.13 These various rules
and strategies were used to create a menu of
policy options presented to stakeholders in Phase
2 of this study (see Section 2). Phase 2 further
interrogates stakeholders’ views on the desirability
and feasibility of these policy options through two
structured questionnaires using the Policy Delphi
method.

1.3

Policy Delphi methodology

In Phase 2, participants were presented with a
menu of policy options using the Policy Delphi
technique. The Delphi Technique was originally
developed as a methodology to build consensus
among a panel of experts through an iterative
survey process. Responses to the first survey are
analysed and used to create a new questionnaire,
which shares the results with the participants
anonymously and asks them for further feedback.
This encourages them to consider the views of
others before stating their own. This process is
repeated several times (usually between two and
five) until a consensus emerges.14

A Policy Delphi is a variation that handles complex
policy issues involving interested stakeholders
rather than experts dealing with technical
problems. In Policy Delphis, it is not always possible
or desirable to promote consensus, however the
process aims to produce informed opinions in a
systematic way so as to ensure that all options
are considered, and to estimate the acceptability
and likely impacts of any particular option before
recommendations are made.15 It aims to identify
policy options where consensus is possible,
and those where consensus is unlikely due to
irreconcilable differences in beliefs and priorities
among stakeholders.
The main advantages of the Delphi method is that
it allows stakeholders to participate anonymously,
does not require them to meet face-to-face, and
avoids discussions being skewed by more talkative
or dominant personalities. Each participant is
taken through the issues one by one and has equal
opportunity to state their views. Each participant is
also asked to consider other viewpoints.
This study used two rounds of questionnaires in
order to minimise participant fatigue as semistructured interviews during the exploratory
Phase 1 had already identified the participants’
major concerns. The first round was done through
prescheduled telephone interviews, or through
a written online questionnaire for those who
expressed preference for that option. The second
round was done entirely through a written online
questionnaire due to the need to present statistics
and charts from the first round.
The two Delphi questionnaires were conducted in
the second half of 2020 and early 2021, reengaging
with most of the stakeholders interviewed in Phase
1. However, participant recruitment and retention
suffered due to the timing of the study during the
COVID-19 pandemic and prevailing political climate
in Hong Kong. After Phase 1, 11 of the original 29
participants either voluntarily withdrew from the
study or could not be contacted. Therefore, an
additional eight participants were recruited for
Phase 2.
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The 27 participants included in Phase 2 included
9 street performers, 2 representatives of nonprofit organisations or advocacy groups, 5 district
councillors, 7 people from the business sector, and
4 representatives of government departments.
However, one of the government departments,
the Hong Kong Police Force, chose to give a written
statement instead of completing the questionnaire.
In the end, 26 participants completed the first
questionnaire, and 22 completed the second.
In the Round 1 questionnaire, participants were
asked to rate the helpfulness and feasibility
of different policy options (see Section 2). For
example, participants were asked to rate how
helpful certain policy changes would be for
reducing conflicts between street performers
and other stakeholders, improving interactions
between performers and law enforcement officers,
and promoting vibrant street performance.
Most of the questions were multiple choice with
response options on a four-point Likert scale (see
Figure 1) with no neutral option to discourage
non-committal responses, however a “don’t know”
option was provided to allow participants to opt
out of answering questions they could not or did
not wish to answer.16
There were also some ranking questions in which
participants were asked to rank the priority of
various objectives, or to place policy variations
in order of preference. Finally, at the end of each
section, participants were given an open-ended
question that asked them to choose which of the
previous policies they found suitable or unsuitable
for Hong Kong, and to explain why. The full
questionnaire can be found in Appendix 3.
The first-round data was analysed to identify areas
of consensus and disagreement. A high bar for
consensus was used since the objective was to
identify areas of clear agreement among diverse
stakeholders, rather than to find a bare majority.
For Likert scale questions, consensus was defined
by two tests.17 First, over 60% of the stakeholders
had to fall on one side of the scale, e.g. agree that
a policy was “definitely feasible” or “probably
feasible”, as opposed to “definitely infeasible”
or “probably infeasible” . If this condition alone
was met, this was defined as a “weak consensus”
because up to 40% of the stakeholders may still
14

Sample Likert scale question
How important is it to address the following
problems with street performance in Hong
Kong?
a. Noise
b. Poor quality performances
c. Street obstruction
d. Lack of legal protections for street
performers
Response options:
1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Slightly important
4. Unimportant
Don’t know

disagree, even strongly. For a strong consensus,
the interquartile range also had to be equal to
or less than 1. The interquartile range is the gap
between the 25th percentile respondent and the
75th percentile respondent. If the gap between
them was one point or less on the four-point Likert
scale, then participants’ opinions were clustered
close to each other. Either a large majority of the
participants agreed with one another, or in the
case of a near 60-40 split, few people strongly
disagreed.
For ranking questions, multiple choice items were
weighted and scored to assess the popularity of
the different options. For example, first choices
were given 3 points, second choices 2 points, third
choices 1 point, etc. The points were added up
and divided by the number of participants to find
the average ranking. Additionally, the percentage
of participants choosing each option as a first or
a second preference was also calculated to assess
the relative acceptability of the different choices
to the participants. This can be used to identify the
options that are acceptable to the broadest range
of participants even if it is not their first choice.
These results were used to develop the second
questionnaire according to the logic of the
flowchart shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

Consensus exploration through Delphi questionnaires

Delphi Round 1

Delphi Round 2
Recommend measure.
Refining questions (if necessary)

Positive
consensus

Is this feasible?

No consensus

What policy variations can address
feasibility concerns?

Negative
consensus

Unpromising.
Drop measure

Positive
consensus

What policy variations can address
feasibility concerns?

Positive
consensus
No consensus

Is this helpful?

Is this feasible?

No consensus

Negative
consensus

Negative
consensus

Not very promising.
Are there conditions under which
policy may still be beneficial?
Unpromising.
Drop measure

Unpromising.
Drop measure

The Round 2 questionnaire focused mainly on
areas where clear consensus was not achieved
to see if there were policy variations which could
address concerns about helpfulness or feasibility.
Stakeholders were first presented with a range of
statements drawn from open-ended comments
from the previous round and preliminary
interviews and asked to rate their validity. This
was to probe the extent to which they were
willing to consider alternative points of view. It
also led participants through a range of different
considerations before asking them to finally rate
the acceptability of policy variations designed
to offer differing levels of compromise between
competing priorities. The full questionnaire for
Round 2 can be found in Appendix 4.
The findings from the second round informed
final policy recommendations by identifying and
articulating the policies which various stakeholder
groups agree upon, policy ideas where further
engagement may lead to workable compromises,
and areas where disagreements will be difficult to

resolve. This clearer understanding of stakeholders’
views and underlying assumptions aided in the
formulation of policy recommendations that are
more likely to be perceived as acceptable and
realistic by the community.

1.4

Limitations

The limitations of the Policy Delphi method are
that though a questionnaire format is used and
the results are expressed in percentages, it is
in fact a qualitative exploration of the views
of a small group of stakeholders, and not a
randomly sampled survey. The recommendations
contained in this report should therefore be
taken as indicative of the ideas that are likely
to gain acceptance based on the reasoning and
justifications put forward by major stakeholder
groups. Further consultation would need to be
done by the Government in order to address the
issues with the general public.
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2

Policy Menu Themes
and Content
This section outlines the menu of policies
The following subsection will start from the
presented to the stakeholder participants. It was
objectives and work backwards through the
generated by taking inspiration from the policies
problems to the proposed rules and strategies.
employed by the seven case-study cities that were
most relevant to the problems identified in Phase 1
of the study.
2.1 Objectives
The menu consists of three main street
performance management strategies: licensing,
spatial zoning, and voluntary agreements (the
latter includes two substrategies, non-profit
partnerships and voluntary codes of conduct).
These strategies are used to structure and
organise a set of rules, guidelines or norms, which
attempt to address the major problems caused by
street performance, in order to achieve broader
aspirational objectives.

FIGURE 2

Development of street
performance policy menu
STRATEGIES
Which organise

RULES
Which act on

PROBLEMS
In order to achieve

OBJECTIVES
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An analysis of participant interviews during Phase
1 found that stakeholders held different values
and priorities relating to street performance,
which could be translated into aspirational policy
objectives. Six main value-based objectives were
identified, illustrated by sample quotes below:
1. Promoting urban vibrancy
Some stakeholders valued street performance for
the way it can enrich urban life, bring spontaneity
and interaction to public spaces, bring the public
into contact with arts and culture, and enhance
the quality of life in cities. These humanistic
aims overlap to some extent with placemaking
objectives of commercial interests hoping to make
districts more attractive for shoppers and tourists.
“It’s possible to do everything. And also allow the
people...to make really good art. [For example]
making jewellery with your hands, and also the
city can create a market for these kinds of things.
There are places in Hong Kong that have beautiful
ladder streets…they have many places with nice
markets to attract people and also develop the art
in the city. Maybe people don’t even learn to do
these things here. When the country is very—in this
way—very corporate, you know, the young people
don’t even know the possibility to learn to work in
other kinds of things that’s not business, offices.”
—Travelling street artist

written definition of a street performer is someone
who performs to provide entertainment on the
street. That includes body performance, sound
performance, artistic performance, playing the
piano, playing the trumpet, acrobatics, one-fingered
push-ups, all of that involves artistic skill, it’s all
good stuff, it’s all an attraction, fashion shows,
whatever, right?...There are some basic standards
—you shouldn’t exceed 64 decibels… Say if you’re
doing a fashion show, you shouldn’t go beyond
what most people would consider obscene, but
wearing a bikini on the beach, there’s no problem
2. Accommodating the public’s need for
with that. Why did I bring up the definition? Are
entertainment and social life
performers meeting the basic definition of street
performance? That’s what’s important. It’s not up
Some stakeholders valued street performance as
to you, or me, or him to say. As long as they fall
an accessible form of entertainment and social
within the definition...what’s the problem?” —Street
life for members of the public as well as for street
performers themselves, seeing it as an opportunity performer (translated from Cantonese)
to meet friends, gather with fans, and enjoy
4. Supporting local arts development
themselves.
Some stakeholders, particularly performers who
“Actually [I started performing because] I like
define themselves as artists, wanted to see a
singing, I really love singing. So since I had friends
culture-driven street performance policy that
who were out there singing, I joined in. Because if
nurtures artists, supports local culture, encourages
you go out to karaoke you have to pay money, but higher professional standards and diversity of
the street is a really good stage because anyone
art forms among street performers. This aligns
can do it, anyone can afford it.— Street performer
somewhat with those with a city marketing
(translated from Cantonese)
perspective hoping to promote Hong Kong’s
creative industries.
“Yeah, we don't have much free entertainment. I've
always been on about that we have to create more “The Government’s management role should
entertainment. And then you have like one week
be pretty basic. You can’t create culture out of
where you want the best guitarist in Hong Kong,
regulations. But the Government could help to
and then the next week you want the best clarinet promote culture, like by holding arts festivals…. For
player, and the next time the best K-pop band,
example the Government could put in place certain
whatever the Hong Kong equivalent of it is, do you arrangements to encourage more diversity in street
know what I mean? Have a contest.”—Community performance. Hong Kong’s street performance
activist
is too homogeneous, it’s mostly singers —at the
worst period in Mong Kok, it was all karaoke. This
3. Protecting freedom of cultural expression
makes people lose interest in street performance...
Some stakeholders expressed concerns that street So the role of [public space] managers should be to
promote a more diverse performance ecosystem.”
performance should be an activity that is open to
—Street performer (translated from Cantonese)
all, without high barriers to entry. Anyone should
have the freedom to express themselves creatively
“How to promote street performance, how to
in public, regardless of form or skill level.
sustainably promote street art, how to positively
influence and contribute to local cultural and
“We need to start from the definition of a street
creative industries, is something we care very
performer, when it comes to how the Government
much about.” —Legislator’s aide (translated from
treats people. It’s best to get out the Oxford
Cantonese)
Dictionary. We’re talking about rights, yes? The
“If because we have been liaising or discussing
with the District Council... then I think if we
would be able to create some sort of platform
like what is done in Tsim Sha Tsui, then that may
be able to create some sort of interest or create
a characteristic kind of attraction for tourists or
locals... But I believe that if it's properly managed
and organised, by the relevant authorities or
organisations, that could be something that could
be a very unique kind of characteristic, I mean for
Hong Kong…” —Developer’s representative
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5. Reducing the level of nuisance
More effective control and management of
nuisances in the form of noise and obstruction
was a major priority for many though not all of the
stakeholders, particularly residents and community
representatives, but also business owners and
some street performers. These stakeholders
expressed frustration at the inadequate
management so far and expressed a desire for a
more orderly and pleasant urban environment.

Figure 3 places these six objectives along two axes:
restrictive vs. permissive in terms of regulation,
and professionalised vs. informal in terms of
culture. Objectives that appear close to each other
on the chart are more compatible with each other
than those which are on opposite ends.

Policies that focus primarily on nuisance reduction
and city image promotion will tend to fall on the
more restrictive end of the spectrum as they will
likely involve imposing greater restrictions on
activities that other stakeholders find bothersome
“I really don’t want the buskers to come over here,
or objectionable. Those which focus more
because it’s really a nuisance if their sound is not
on vibrancy, entertainment and free cultural
good. But no one can control [it]. Or even if they
expression will conversely fall on the looser end
sing something like… yeah, we can’t control them.
of the regulatory spectrum. Similarly, policies
So better I think for the Government to set the
platform, to do something very organised, and then which focus on arts development and image
to create some event or maybe the local association promotion will attempt to foster a more formal
like me, to work together to present something very street performance culture, focused on supporting
and promoting performers with more professional
good and very attractive for the public in general.“
performance standards, and may involve excluding
—Business chamber representative
or restricting those who fail to meet such
standards. Policies which value free expression
6. Promoting Hong Kong’s international image
and entertainment would be more supportive of
Some stakeholders were very concerned about
casual performers and self-entertainers (i.e. those
the impact of street performance on the city’s
image. Concerns about city image building, tourism who perform mainly for their own amusement
promotion and destination marketing for business rather than public recognition), without regard
to aesthetic standards. Policies which focus
and economic reasons overlapped with concerns
about preventing street performance activities that primarily on nuisance abatement may also be
relatively indifferent to the aesthetic standards of
stakeholders considered in poor taste.
performers as long as they do not cause excessive
disturbance to others.
“...I would say we shouldn’t just be talking about
street performance, but about how to develop the
The final policy recommendations will require
performing arts in general… What status do we
stakeholders to either prioritise some of these
want to achieve on the international market? …
goals over others, or to accept compromise
How do we develop the entire sector? In terms of
solutions that partially satisfy conflicting
practice, international promotion, international
objectives.
image, these are things that we hope the
Government will consider together.”—Legislator’s
aide (translated from Cantonese)
“And I’m really concerned about you know, what's
happening in the Central area, where I talk about,
because there is no, you know, management of it,
and it can get really out of hand, and it can really
affect you know, the outlook, the look of our city
and the appearance and you know the image of the
city as well.”—Community activist
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FIGURE 3

Aspirational objectives for street performance policy
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2.2

Problems

In preliminary interviews, stakeholders named four
major sources of complaint:
1. Noise
Stakeholders complained about noise disturbances
to nearby residential buildings, shops, and to other
users of public open spaces. Street performers
also complained about disruptive noise from other
performers, forcing them to compete to play at
ever higher volumes.
“…there was way too much noise, everyone nearby
was subjected to so much nuisance. It was so loud
that people couldn’t do business…those people
disrupted life. And they caused so much nuisance
because the Government didn’t control them.
Everyone and their dog could play there, everybody
was competing to be louder. The effect it produced
spoiled everyone’s enjoyment, and made people
hate it.” —Street performer (translated from
Cantonese)

“...and I have called the police when there have
been people set up on Granville Road and that,
because I don't feel that we residents – who are
exposed to high levels of pollution from cars 24/7
and from constant construction – should also have
another layer of noise pollution to contend with.”
—Community activist
2. Obstruction
The obstruction of pedestrian pathways causes
inconvenience and potential risks to safety.
Unobstructed fire egress in underground
passageways, especially in MTR stations,
was mentioned as a major concern by some
stakeholders. Street performers can also
potentially obstruct the entrances to shops.
“My feeling is that pedestrian zones were not
supposed to be for performances. What I mean
is 20 years ago, the Yau Tsim Mong District
Council hoped to improve the comfort and flow
of pedestrians. It was an especially busy street…
Pedestrian zones are usually on busy streets, like
in Mong Kok, Lan Kwai Fong, these are major
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pedestrian corridors. They didn’t want people to be
all crowded together on the pavement, they wanted
people to be able to use the vehicular lanes so that
everyone could walk more comfortably… They
didn’t expect it to be used for performance.”
—District councillor (translated from Cantonese)

Another stakeholder, a community advocate,
also expressed strong reservations about street
performance regulations or quality controls being
used to censor the content of community advocacy
street activities.

4. Legal protections (rights) for street performers
3. Taste/Quality
While the relative lack of regulation besides
general noise and nuisance legislation may
Many stakeholders stated objections to what
theoretically be seen as permitting street
they saw as poor quality, unserious, or tasteless
performances. They expressed concerns about the performers more freedom, many of them
expressed dissatisfaction with the insecurity
negative impact that poor quality performances
and vulnerability generated by this complainthad on Hong Kong’s image. Some street
driven, reactive system. The vagueness in existing
performers felt that bad performers reflected
rules creates uncertainty, seemingly arbitrary
poorly on street performers as a whole. However,
some expressed opposing views, saying that quality enforcement, and an absence of guidelines for
resolving disputes. Some argued that the lack of
is subjective and imposing quality controls would
legal recognition for street performers results in
limit freedom of expression.
their being perceived as illegitimate occupants of
public space.
“‘Dai ma’ dancing performance or singing
performance, which you know, was referred to as
quite, how do I describe it? 好粗鄙 [very vulgar], do “Sometimes it’s because noise is really subjective.
You don’t know what happened, someone makes
you know this word? It’s not okay. It's quite bad,
a complaint against you. That’s how it was in Yuen
you know. Not good quality, not elegant, and 粗
Long [that time]. Sometimes I just feel like I’m being
鄙...”—Community activist
messed with. It starts out fine, several police cars
drive by on patrol, they see someone singing, then
“First let me talk about the [Times Square] court
they turn around, come back, and tell you to leave.
case. As a street performer, it’s obvious that the
They just don’t want to see you there. They don’t
amount of space we can use has decreased while
have to give you an explanation. All they have to
the number of performers has increased. A lot of
them obviously can’t sing, I don’t know if it’s gotten say is “someone complained”, and it’s not like you
can ask for the evidence. They can actually say
more trendy, but a lot more people are daring to
anything they want.”—Street performer (translated
come out and sing, not necessarily that regularly,
but there’s more people… This makes it so that a lot from Cantonese)
of time, high quality street performers can’t find a
“Right now, society has a very low estimation of
space to use.” —Street performer (translated from
street performance policy, or street performers
Cantonese)
themselves. The public has a lot of misconceptions
about them. For example, the police might think
“Let me tell you, when they started the West
this group of people are just out to make money.
Kowloon [Art Park busking scheme], they said that
Like, they’re just a bunch of unemployed wasted
to get a licence, they had to see if you were good
youth. The FEHD would think they’re beggars
enough. It’s none of their business if you’re good
or hawkers… If a serious street performer were
enough! Let me tell you, this audition process is
defined in such a way by others, they would be
unfair, it suppresses the development of some
very unhappy. These social attitudes absolutely
performers’ talent...Say I do a fashion show, I like
hinder the development of street performance. It’s
these clothes…but they just don’t suit your taste!
a matter of awareness and education. So licensing
You don’t have any fashion sense, so how can you
would bestow a lot of legal rights on them.” —
criticise my clothes? Seriously, isn’t it unfair? Aren’t
District councillor (translated from Cantonese)
you being unfair?”—Street performer (translated
from Cantonese)
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While it is necessary to address these problems
in order to satisfy the stakeholders, doing so
would not necessarily achieve all the higherlevel objectives shown in Section 2.1. Figure 4
below illustrates how addressing each of the four
problems may help to meet some of the objectives,

FIGURE 4

but additional measures may also be needed. For
example, while improving legal protections for
street performers might help to promote urban
vibrancy, further measures such as promoting
artists and organising cultural events would also be
beneficial.

Relationship between policy objectives and problems
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2.3

Rules

With regard to restrictions on monetary donations,
while some of the other cities examined had
rules about direct solicitation of money or the
The problems discussed above produce conflicts
sale of merchandise, outright bans on donations
between performers and other stakeholders
were unique to parts of Hong Kong. The LCSD
such as residents, businesses, competing public
has banned performers within their public spaces
space users, law enforcement officers and other
from receiving donations without permission, and
performers. However, while a highly restrictive
some privately-run busking schemes have similar
policy might minimise conflicts, it would also
bans. This was due to the perception that receiving
diminish urban vibrancy. An effective street
money encourages performers to engage in
performance policy should aim at facilitating
antisocial behaviour and indecent displays. Several
performers while enabling them to coexist more
stakeholders expressed similar ideas in Phase 1
peacefully with other stakeholders.
preliminary interviews. Therefore, despite the
An examination of seven international case studies lack of other examples, donation restrictions were
in Phase 1 yielded several rules and guidelines used included among the rule proposals to examine the
to mitigate conflicts caused by street performance extent to which stakeholders share this belief.
externalities. Rules are listed below in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Street performance rules

Rule type
Decibel limits

Details
A maximum decibel limit measured at specified
distances is set for street performers. 80-85dB
is most common, although Singapore sets a
lower level of 65dB.

Used in
Singapore, Melbourne, New York
City subway.

Amplifier
restrictions

The use of amplifiers may be prohibited in
certain noise-sensitive locations. There may
also be rules about the types of amplifiers that
performers may use.

Melbourne, Prague, parts of
London (amplifier-free zones);
Hong Kong WKCD Art Park
(amplifier size restrictions).

Obstruction
guidelines

Rules or guidelines specify the amount of space
that performers may occupy and must leave
clear for pedestrians. Locations which street
performers must not block may be specified.

Taipei, Melbourne, Prague (pitch
size); parts of London, Bath
(locations to avoid).

Distancing
requirements

Performers are required or advised to space
themselves a certain distance apart to prevent
sounds from neighbouring amplification
systems from clashing.

Melbourne, parts of London.

Time limits

Performance hours are specified. The duration
of individual performances may be limited.

Melbourne, parts of London,
Prague, Bath.

Donation
restrictions

Performers are not allowed to directly
solicit donations from audiences, or are
prohibited from selling CDs, T-shirts and
other merchandise without a permit. In rare
cases, performers are not allowed to receive
monetary donations at all.

Bath, Singapore (solicitation);
Melbourne, parts of London
(merchandise sales), Hong Kong
LCSD managed spaces (donation
ban).
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TABLE 2

Hypothesised relationships between proposed rules and problems
How it addresses...

Proposed
rule

Noise

Decibel limits

Caps volume level

Amplifier
restrictions

Caps volume level,
protects noisesensitive locations

Obstruction
guidelines

Obstruction

Taste/Quality

Performer
protections
Provides objective
standard for
enforcement

Limits use of poor
quality, shrill sound
equipment
Limits spatial area
occupied, keeps
important spots clear

Provides objective
standard for
enforcement

Spaces out
performers

Prevents volume
level competition
between performers

Distancing
requirements

Spaces out
performers

Time limits

Limits performance
duration and
repetitiveness,
preserves quiet at
night

Prevents pitch
Requires pitch
monopolisation
turnover,
encourages diversity
of performers

Donation
restrictions

Reduces incentives
for spatial and
volume level
competition

Reduces incentives
for antisocial
behaviour and
“offensive” displays

Table 2 shows how the various rules would in
theory address the four problems specified in
Section 2.2. In practice, stakeholders may or may
not agree that the proposed rules will be effective
or desirable..

2.4

Strategies

Phase 1 also identified three strategies for street
performance management: licensing, spatial
zoning, and voluntary measures. Voluntary
measures include two main methods: nonprofit partnerships and codes of conduct. These
overall strategies are administrative mechanisms
for organising, implementing and enforcing or
promoting various specific rules or guidelines. They
are not necessarily mutually exclusive, as elements
of one approach may be incorporated in another.
1. Licensing
Under a street performance licensing scheme,
performers must apply for a licence from the

government. Licences come with conditions
requiring performers to adhere to certain
guidelines about time, location, noise level etc.
If licence conditions are breached, performers
may be fined and their licences may be revoked.
In some cases, performers may be required to
audition before a panel in order to obtain a licence.
Licensing systems are used in Taipei, Singapore,
Melbourne, and parts of London. Taipei and
Singapore have universal audition requirements,
while Melbourne requires auditions for certain
premium locations.
2. Zoning
Under a zoning approach, certain rules or
regulations are applied to defined geographical
locations. Performers do not have to obtain a
licence, but are required to adhere to certain
rules within the designated areas, for example
concerning noise level, amplification, use of space,
and performance times. Zoning approaches
primarily target busy, heavily touristed areas
that attract many performers, or are used to
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protect particularly sensitive sites such as religious
buildings, hospitals and schools from performance
externalities. Such approaches are used in Prague,
New York City’s Times Square, and parts of London.
Zoning may also be a component of a broader
licensing scheme to regulate the locations used by
street performers, such as in Melbourne.
3. Non-profit partnerships
(voluntary agreement)
Under a non-profit partnership, governments
collaborate with non-profit arts organisations
or street performer associations (SPAs) and
delegate to them the responsibility to manage
street performers at defined locations. Street
performers who wish to perform at these locations
are strongly encouraged to join or seek permission
from the relevant non-profits. Members, staff
or volunteers then become responsible for
monitoring the location, intervening in situations
and mediating disputes before the involvement of
law enforcement officers becomes necessary. This
approach is used in parts of London.

FIGURE 5

4. Voluntary code of conduct
(voluntary agreement)
A voluntary code of conduct is negotiated by
the local government and various stakeholders
including street performers, residents, and
business representatives, drawing up a set of
guidelines for street performer activity and
peaceful resolution of disputes. Street performers
agree to abide by the guidelines so that more
formal regulation involving legal penalties does not
become necessary. Local law enforcement may use
the code of conduct as a reference for prioritising
the enforcement of existing laws.
Each of these approaches is compatible with most
of the rules described in Section 2.3 (summarised
in Table 3) but their mechanisms of action and
emphases differ. Table 4 shows the intended
effects of the four management strategies on the
problems of noise, obstruction, taste/quality, and
street performer protections. The strategies can
then be placed on the two axes shown below in
Figure 5.

Street performance management strategies
PERMISSIVE
Voluntary code
of conduct

PROFESSIONALISED

Non-profit
Partnerships

INFORMAL
Zoning

Licensing without
Audition

Licensing with
Audition

RESTRICTIVE
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Licensing schemes are more restrictive as they
involve approving or denying performers the right
to use public space based on certain criteria. If they
include an audition component, they would fall on
the professionalised end of the spectrum.
Zoning approaches can be moderately to very
restrictive depending on how they are designed.
However, as they do not involve any vetting
mechanism for quality or taste, they would tend to
fall on the more informal side of the artistic scale.

While voluntary codes of conduct fall on
the permissive end of the scale, they can be
used to nudge performers towards more
professionalised norms of behaviour. Their
implementation depends on self-regulation and
mutual reinforcement by performers and other
stakeholders, and therefore work best when there
is a relatively high degree of cohesion among street
performers.

Non-profit partnerships involve outsourcing the
management of performance zones to non-profit
arts groups, thereby avoiding formal regulations
and legal penalties. This can potentially be a
permissive form of management that empowers

TABLE 3

performers to organise themselves. However,
it could also grant certain groups the ability to
exclude other performers from public spaces. As
non-profits could implement their own quality
controls or emphasise the development of
performance skills, this management strategy leans
more towards the professionalised side.

Street performance strategies
Compatible rules

Strategy

Decibel
limits

Licensing

•
•
•

Zoning
Non-profit partnership

Amplifier Distancing
restrictions

Code of conduct

TABLE 4

•
•
•
•

Time limits

•
•
•
•

Spatial
Monetary
occupation donation
guidelines restrictions

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Auditions

•
•

Intended impact of proposed management strategies on problems
How it addresses...

Proposed strategy

Noise

Obstruction

Taste/Quality

Performer protections

1.

Licensing

Licensing conditions

Licensing conditions

Audition
screening

Grants official status
to performers,
lays out rights and
responsibilities

2.

Zoning

Zone-specific rules,
spatial separation of
incompatible activities

Zone-specific rules,
spatial separation of
incompatible activities

3a. Non-profit
partnerships

Supervision by nonprofit representatives
or volunteers

Supervision by nonprofit representatives
or volunteers

3b. Voluntary code
of conduct

Self-regulation,
enforcement
prioritisation

Self-regulation,
enforcement
prioritisation

Ensures access to
sanctioned locations
Vetting by nonprofits

Influence through civil
society participation
Absence of specific
legal penalties (besides
general legislation)
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Analysis of Round 1
Delphi Questionnaire
This section will summarise the results of
the Round 1 Delphi questionnaire, providing
an overview of stakeholders’ problems and
priorities and their views on the proposed rules
and management strategies. A full tabulation
of responses to every question is provided in
Appendix 1.

3.1

Priorities

3.1.1 Problems and aspirations
Stakeholders were first asked how important it
was to address four street performance problems:
noise, performance quality, obstruction, and legal
protections for street performers. They were then
asked to choose their top issue (see Figures 6 and

TABLE 5

7). Performance quality was deemed somewhat or
very important by all of the 26 stakeholders, and
was chosen as the top issue by a plurality of 35 per
cent. Noise was also a high priority, identified as
somewhat or very important by 81 per cent of the
stakeholders, and chosen as the top issue by 31
per cent. Street obstruction and legal protections
for performers were lower priorities. Out of the
four issues, the lowest proportion of stakeholders
said that performer protections were “very or
somewhat important” (50 per cent), but out of
those who did, three quarters said it was “very”
rather than “somewhat” important. Those who
prioritised performer protections tended to be
performers themselves, but there was relatively
little recognition of its importance by those from
other sectors.

Importance of street performance problems

Q1: How important is it to address the following problems with street performance in Hong Kong?
Problem/ %
breakdown
Noise

Very or somewhat Slightly or
important
unimportant
81%
19%

Don’t Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

0%

100%

1

Strong

Poor quality
performances

100%

0%

0%

100%

1

Strong

Street obstruction

69%

31%

0%

100%

2

Weak

Legal protections
for performers

50%

46%

4%

100%

2

None
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FIGURE 6

Chart of importance of street performance problems
Q1: Importance of problems
Unimportant
Don’t know

Very important
Somewhat important
Slightly important

13

Noise
Poor quality
performances

12

14

8

Street obstruction
Legal protections for
performers

10
10

0

FIGURE 7

4

8

25

5

3

10
50

3
2 1

75

100 (%)

Most important street performance problem
Q2: Out of these problems, which one is the most important to address?

8%
11%
35%
15%

Quality
Noise
Performer protection
Obstruction
Don’t know/ Refuse

31%
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options. The number of stakeholders choosing
each option and the average weighted ranking
score of each option are shown below in Table 6.

Regarding their broader aspirations for street
performance policy, stakeholders were asked to
choose their top three priorities from a list of six

TABLE 6

Most important policy objectives

Q3: Below is a list of potential objectives for Hong Kong’s future street performance policy. Please choose the three
most important objectives and rank them from 1 to 3 with 1 being the most important.
Choice 1

Choice 2

Choice 3

Total times
Average weighted
chosen
ranking score (out of 3)

1. Promoting a vibrant urban
environment

6

6

2

14

1.3

2. Supporting local artists

11

4

4

19

1.8

3. Reducing the level of nuisance

4

3

6

13

1.0

4. Supporting people’s right to cultural
expression

0

9

3

12

0.8

5. Meeting people’s needs for accessible
entertainment and social life

4

3

6

13

1.0

6. Enhancing Hong Kong’s international
image

0

0

4

4

0.2

Total participants*

25

25

25

75

-

* 1 participant declined to answer this question

● “Supporting local artists” received the most
support, followed by “promoting a vibrant
urban environment”.
● “Reducing the level of nuisance”, “meeting
people’s needs for accessible entertainment
and social life” and “supporting the right to
cultural expression” all received moderate
levels of priority, and were selected by about
half the stakeholders.
● The lowest priority option was “enhancing
Hong Kong’s international image”, which
was only chosen by 4 stakeholders, all of
whom ranked it as their 3rd priority. This
indicates that stakeholders’ aspiration to
cultural vibrancy is not motivated by tourism
promotion or city marketing.
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Most stakeholders did not appear to immediately
perceive a link between supporting local artists
and protecting the legal rights of street performers
in Q1, as discussed above. This raised the question
of how stakeholders envision this “support”, which
a follow-up question addressed in Round 2 (see
Chapter 4).
Additionally, while stakeholders prioritised
supporting the arts and promoting urban vibrancy
over reducing nuisance, responses to other
questions show that there are limits to the level
of nuisance that they are willing to tolerate (see
3.1.2).

● On weekends: Stakeholders showed a similar
3.1.2 Noise tolerance
pattern of response to their tolerance of noise,
Despite “nuisance reduction” coming third on the
although there was a weaker consensus in
list of aspirational objectives, as noted above, there
favour of low noise tolerance in areas with
was still a strong consensus on the importance of
upstairs residential units than on weekdays.
addressing the noise problem.
Stakeholders showed a much higher tolerance
for noise in the other two locations.
There was also strong consensus on the locations
where noise could or could not be tolerated (see
● Cut-off time: The spread of responses
Figures 8a-c). This can form a basis for creating
indicated that participants would prefer earlier
street performance noise guidance that is locationcut-off times, perhaps as early as 9 p.m. in
based, rather than the current one-size-fits-all
residential areas (favoured by just over half
legislation. However, a few stakeholders did point
of the stakeholders). For commercial areas,
out that there are few areas of Hong Kong that are
the spread of responses appear to support
purely commercial, so noise zoning must be done
retaining the current legal cut-off time of 11
with care.
p.m. according to the Noise Control Ordinance,
or perhaps moving it up to 10 p.m. For public
● On weekdays: A strong majority of
open spaces, the 2 hour gap between the
stakeholders (81 per cent) showed low to
median response (10:01 to 11 p.m.) and the
no tolerance of noise in areas with upstairs
modal response (9 p.m. or earlier) shows a lack
residential units, while most showed medium
of consensus, given that there are different
to high tolerance in purely commercial areas
types of public spaces and some stakeholders
(65 per cent) and public open spaces (79 per
did not consider noise in public spaces to be a
cent).
problem in the first place. Response patterns
to the cut-off time question correspond to
tolerance of noise—e.g. stakeholders with
a lower tolerance for noise usually want
performances to end earlier.

TABLE 7

Noise tolerance by location

Q4 & Q5: Now we would like to ask some questions about noise at different times and locations. How much
tolerance for street performance noise should the following locations have on weekdays? High tolerance, medium
tolerance, low tolerance or no tolerance? How about on weekends?
Problem/ % breakdown

Very or somewhat Slightly or
important
unimportant

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

Areas with upstairs residential units
(weekdays)

19%

81%

0%

100%

1

Strong

Areas with upstairs residential units
(weekends)

31%

69%

0%

100%

2

Weak

Purely commercial areas (weekdays)

65%

31%

4%

100%

1

Strong

Purely commercial areas (weekends)

94%

4%

0%

100%

1

Strong

Public open spaces such as parks and
waterfronts (weekdays)

77%

19%

4%

100%

1

Strong

Public open spaces such as parks and
waterfronts (weekends)

81%

19%

0%

100%

1

Strong
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FIGURE 8

Charts of noise tolerance by location
No tolerance
Don’t know

High tolerance
Medium tolerance
Low tolerance

a) Areas with upstairs residential units
Weekdays 4%

15%

8%

Weekends

46%
23%

0

35%

15%

54%

25

50

75

100 (%)

b) Purely commercial area

15%

Weekdays

50%

31% 4%

50%

Weekends
0

25

46% 4%
50

75

100 (%)

c) Public open spaces such as parks and waterfronts

15%

Weekdays

50%

Weekends
0

FIGURE 9

19%

25

15% 4% 4%

27%

50

15% 4%

75

100 (%)

Ideal cut-off times for street performances by location
Q6: It is currently illegal to cause noise disturbances in public places after 11 p.m. Ideally, at what
time should street performances involving musical instruments or amplifiers in the following
locations stop at night?
IDEAL CUT-OFF TIME
No. of stakeholders
0

5

0

15

0

5

0

15

0

5

0

15

9 p.m. or earlier
9:01 to 10 p.m.
10:01 to 11 p.m.
11:01 to 12 a.m.
12:01 to 1 a.m.
Later than 1 a.m.

Areas with upstairs
residential units
Median
Mode
IQR
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9 p.m. or earlier
9 p.m. or earlier
1.75 hours

Purely commercial
area
Median
Mode
IQR

10:01 to 11 p.m.
9:01 to 10 p.m.
2 hours

Public open spaces such
as parks and waterfronts
Median
Mode
IQR

10:01 to 11 p.m.
9 p.m. or earlier
2 hours

3.1.3 Performance quality
As noted above, Q1 (see Figure 6), “poor quality
performances” were deemed a “very important”
or “somewhat important” problem by all 26
stakeholders. In Q8 (see Figure 10), the goal to
“ensure that street performers meet a standard
of artistic quality” gained a strong consensus.
Preventing offensiveness and promoting greater
diversity of performances gained weak consensus,
with over 60% support from stakeholders but not
achieving an IQR of 1 or below. Phase 1 interviews
found that stakeholders had different ways of
conceptualising diversity and offensiveness—while
some thought that promoting greater diversity
of performance types and musical genres was
important to raise the calibre of street culture in
Hong Kong, others saw diversity as a potential
source of conflict when different activities took
place in limited space. Additionally, while several
stakeholders felt strongly about putting a stop to
performances they saw as vulgar and indecent,
others either did not mention it, or thought it was
unfair to single out performers due to personal
taste. Hence, while there was broad agreement
about the importance of ensuring artistic quality,
different people may have different ideas of what
this means.
Despite the strong agreement that quality was
important, there was not much support for
providing “support and training for performers
to improve their skills”, with less than half of
stakeholders saying that doing so was “very” or
“somewhat important”. In preliminary interviews,
several stakeholders characterised poor quality
performance as poor taste or indifference to

artistic standards on the part of money-motivated
performers rather than merely a lack of skill,
so they may not see it as a problem that can be
addressed by offering educational courses.
The consensus that quality is an important issue
also did not translate into unambiguous support
for auditions. In response to Q21, (see Figure 11
below), a majority of participants agreed with
several contradictory statements about auditions,
including a strong consensus that auditions would
improve artistic quality, and that they would
unfairly exclude some performers. They also
reached a weak consensus that auditions would
filter out offensive performances, yet also that
committees could not fairly judge the quality
of something subjective like art. While many
stakeholders want something to be done about
poor quality performances, they are also sceptical
of auditions. The majority of stakeholders may
ultimately decide to support or oppose specific
plans to hold auditions based on their perceived
fairness and openness. Therefore, any audition
policy needs to be carefully crafted to address
concerns about inclusivity and artistic freedom.
Furthermore, based on Phase 1 interviews, a
minority of stakeholders strongly oppose audition
schemes on principle. One street artist expressed
in strong terms that auditions were inherently
exclusionary, while a community organiser had
serious reservations about any measures that
might be used to censor performers or to suppress
other community street advocacy activities. Policy
options for licensing schemes, with or without
auditions, are discussed further in Section 3.3.2 on
licensing.
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TABLE 8

Importance of performance quality policy objectives

Q8: Now we would like to ask about street performance quality. How important is it for street performance policy
to meet the following quality objectives? Very important, somewhat important, slightly important, or unimportant?
Problem/ % breakdown

Very or somewhat Slightly or
important
unimportant

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

Ensure that street performers meet a
standard of artistic quality.

81%

12%

8%

100%

1

Strong

Ensure that street performances are
not offensive to the public.

79%

27%

4%

100%

2

Weak

Provide support and training for
performers to improve their skills.

46%

42%

12%

100%

1

None

Ensure that performances are
compatible with the location’s image.

54%

35%

12%

100%

2

None

Promote greater diversity of
performance types.

70%

24%

12%

100%

1.25

None

FIGURE 10

Chart of importance of performance quality policy objectives
Performance Quality—Importance of Objectives
Unimportant
Don’t know

Very important
Somewhat important
Slightly important
Ensure that street performers meet a
standard artistic quality
Ensure that street performers are not
offensive to the public

14

Provide support and training for
performers to improve their skills

7
9

5

Promote greater diversity of
performance types

9
0

4

8

4

Ensure that street performers are
compatible with the location’s image
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8

13

25

2
3

9
50

75

2 1 2
5

2 1

4

3

7

3
3

2
100 (%)

TABLE 9

Validity of statements about auditions

Q21: Some people have suggested that street performer licences should require an audition, but others think that
it would be too restrictive. In your assessment, how valid are the following statements about auditions? Definitely
valid, probably valid, probably invalid, or definitely invalid?
Problem/ % breakdown

Definitely or
probably valid

Definitely or
probably invalid

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

Auditions would improve the artistic
quality of street performances.

77%

19%

4%

100%

1

Strong

Auditions would filter out offensive
performances.

69%

23%

8%

100%

1.24

Weak

Auditions would unfairly exclude
some performers.

69%

23%

8%

100%

0.5

Strong

Artistic quality is subjective and
cannot be fairly judged by a
committee.

69%

23%

8%

100%

1.25

Weak

FIGURE 11

Chart of validity of statements about auditions
Validity of statements on auditions
Definitely invalid
Don’t know

Definitely valid
Probably valid
Probably invalid

Improve quality

7

Filter offensiveness

7
6

Unfair exclusion

8

Cannot be judged
0

5 1

13

25

50

11

5 1

2

12

5

1

2

10

5

1

2

75

100 (%)
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3.1.4 Obstruction of streets and public spaces
Obstruction is a lower-priority problem, but
stakeholders reached strong consensus on the
importance of minimising obstruction at two
critical locations—near pedestrian crossings, and
in front of public transport hubs such as MTR

stations, bus terminuses and ferry terminals (see
Figure 12). The other locations either received weak
consensus, or no consensus. (There was a weak
consensus that preventing obstructions in parks
was less important).

TABLE 10 Importance of minimising obstructions by location
Q7: Now we would like to ask about street obstruction at different locations. How important is it to minimise
obstructions to pedestrians by street performers at the following locations? Very important, somewhat important,
slightly important, or unimportant?
Problem/ % breakdown

Very or somewhat Slightly or
important
unimportant

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

In front of MTR stations, bus stations,
and ferry terminuses

88%

8%

4%

100%

1

Strong

In front of shops

70%

23%

8%

100%

1.25

Weak

On footbridges and underpasses

50%

46%

4%

100%

2

None

Near pedestrian crossings

73%

23%

4%

100%

1

Strong

In public open spaces such as parks

23%

69%

8%

100%

1.25

Weak

Near residential buildings

66%

31%

4%

100%

2

None

FIGURE 12

Chart of importance of minimising obstructions by location
Importance of minimising obstructions at various locations
Unimportant
Don’t know

Very important
Somewhat important
Slightly important

In front of MTR stations,
bus and ferry termini

12
9

In front of shops

9

5

On footbridges and underpasses

8
16

4

2

34

3

8
50

2

2 1

4
12

9
25

3

7 1

6

Near residential buildings
0

3

5

Near pedestrian crossings
In public open spaces
such as parks

2 1

11

2

2
6 1

75

100 (%)

3.1.5 Legal protections for street performers
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the problem of
“legal protections for street performers” was a
lower priority than noise and quality for most
stakeholders, and was the first choice of marginally
more stakeholders (15 per cent) than obstruction
(11 per cent). However, while obstruction was
generally a less salient issue overall, performer
protections were of great importance to street
performers while being of lesser importance
to those from other sectors. Seven of the 13
stakeholders who said that performer protections
were “very” or “somewhat” important were
performers themselves.
Q9 (see Figure 13), which asked about subobjectives related to legal protections for
performers, found stakeholders in strong
consensus about “providing clear guidelines” and
“ensuring access to performance spaces”. In openended comments, many stakeholders supported
the need for clear, objective standards both as a
means of protecting performers from arbitrary
enforcement, and making enforcement easier, and
thereby addressing nuisance complaints. Access to
performance spaces was also very important. In
open-ended comments and preliminary interviews,
stakeholders implied that having guaranteed
access to approved performance locations would
both give performers more peace of mind, and
reduce disputes with other stakeholders as long

as the locations were appropriately sited so as to
prevent disturbance to neighbourhood building
occupants.
There was also strong consensus on “preserving
the spontaneous nature of street performance”,
although the intensity of feeling was lower on
this item as more people rated this as “somewhat
important” rather than “very important”. However,
spontaneity as a goal would appear to conflict with
the clarity sought in the other two objectives. This
shows that stakeholders wanted neither too many
restrictions nor too much freedom which could
allow disorder to develop. Reconciling the two will
be a matter of compromise.
There was no consensus on the “giving performers
legal protection through licensing”, with 58 per
cent of stakeholders saying this was “very” or
“somewhat” important, and 35 per cent saying
it was “slightly important”. There was also no
consensus on “ensuring that anyone can perform”,
which was deemed “very” or “somewhat”
important by less than half of the stakeholders,
and nearly 20 per cent saying it was unimportant.
This reinforces the mixed findings on auditions
reported in Section 3.1.3—stakeholders are
divided on the issue of whether there should be a
bar to clear before someone is allowed to perform
in public space.

TABLE 11 Importance of legal protections for performers
Q9: Now we would like to ask about improving legal protections for street performers. How important is it for
street performance policy to:
Problem/ % breakdown

Very or somewhat Slightly or
important
unimportant

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

Provide clearer guidelines for both
performers and enforcement officers.

80%

16%

4%

100%

1

Strong

Preserve the spontaneous nature of
street performance.

77%

15%

8%

100%

1

Strong

Give performers legal protection
through licensing.

58%

35%

8%

100%

2

None

Ensure access to spaces for street
performers.

85%

12%

4%

100%

1

Strong

Ensure that anyone can perform.

46%

46%

8%

100%

2

None
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FIGURE 13

Chart of importance of legal protections for performers
Q9: Performer Protections —Importance of Objectives
Very important
Somewhat important
Slightly important

Unimportant
Don’t know

Provide clearer guidelines for both
performers and enforcement officers

17

Preserve the spontaneous nature of
street performance

8

Give performers legal protection
through licensing

7

8

7
0

25

Stakeholder views on rules

3.2.1 Overview of results
As explained in Section 2.3, the questionnaire
asked stakeholders to provide their views on six
street performance rules: decibel limits, locationbased restrictions on amplifiers, distancing
requirements, spatial occupation guidelines, time
limits, and restrictions on monetary donations.
Participants were asked to rate the proposed
measures’ helpfulness and feasibility.
Helpfulness was rated along three dimensions,
involving competing considerations:
1. Whether it will reduce conflicts between
street performers and other stakeholders
(coexistence)
2. Whether it will improve interactions between
street performers and law enforcement
officers (co-operative enforcement)
3. Whether it will promote vibrant street
performance (vibrancy)
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6

16

Ensure that anyone can perform?

3 1 1

12

Ensure access to spaces for street
performers

3.2

4

5

2

9

2

2 1 1
5

7
50

4

75

2
100 (%)

Feasibility was rated along two dimensions:
1. How feasible it is to carry out and enforce
(enforcement)
2. How feasible it is for the Government to
introduce and set up (implementability)
After being asked to consider the helpfulness and
feasibility of the proposed measures, stakeholders
were asked to name which rules they considered
suitable or unsuitable for Hong Kong, and to
explain why in an open-ended answer. This was
to encourage a more considered final response,
considering the usefulness and practicality of
the measures within Hong Kong’s particular
circumstances.
Table 12 below summarises the level of consensus
reached on the helpfulness and feasibility of
the six proposed rules, showing the IQR and the
percentage of stakeholders in agreement on
each question. Table 13 shows the percentage
of stakeholders that suggested each rule was
suitable or unsuitable for Hong Kong, as well as the
percentage that did not mention each rule. As this
was not a Likert scale question, no IQR could be
calculated.

TABLE 12 Street performance behavioural rules—consensus summary

Helpfulness:
Coexistence

Decibel limits

Amplifier
restrictions

Distancing
requirements

Spatial
occupation
guidelines

Time limits

Donation
restrictions

1

1

1

1

2

2.25

69%

81%

88%

92%

62%

50%

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak
consensus

No
consensus

IQR

1.5

2

1.25

1

1

2.25

% in
agreement

65%

58%

69%

77%

50%

(50%)

Consensus

Weak
consensus

No
consensus

Weak
consensus

Strong
consensus

No
consensus

No
consensus

2

1.5

1

2

1.25

2

% in
agreement

58%

58%

85%

62%

58%

(54%)

Consensus

No
consensus

No
consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak
consensus

No
consensus

No
consensus

1

1

1

1.25

1

2

% in
agreement

81%

77%

73%

69%

73%

50%

Consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak
consensus

Strong
consensus

No
consensus

1

1

1

1

1

1.5

% in
agreement

77%

73%

81%

73%

73%

46%

Consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

No
consensus

3.5/5

3/5

4.5/5

4/5

2.5/5

0/5

IQR
% in
agreement
Consensus

Helpfulness:
Co-operative
enforcement

Helpfulness:
Vibrancy

Feasibility:
Enforcement

Feasibility:
Implementation

IQR

IQR

IQR

# of criteria with consensus
in favour

(strong consensus = 1, weak
consensus = 0.5)

Note: Percentages in brackets () have the majority of stakeholders on the negative side of the response scale (probably, definitely not
helpful/feasible).

TABLE 13 Suitability of proposed street performance rules for Hong Kong
% of stakeholders

Decibel limits

Amplifier
restrictions

Distancing
requirements

Spatial
occupation
guidelines

Time limits

Donation
restrictions

Suitable

85%

58%

54%

42%

54%

31%

Unsuitable

4%

8%

31%

42%

31%

54%

No comment

11%

44%

15%

16%

15%

15%
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FIGURE 14

Charts of helpfulness of proposed street performance rules
a) Q10: Helpfulness of decibel limits
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b) Q11: Helpfulness of amplifier restrictions
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c) Q12: Helpfulness of distancing requirements
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d) Q13: Helpfulness of space occupation guidelines
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f) Q12: Helpfulness of money restrictions
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Stakeholders did not appear to consider feasibility
an obstacle for any of the measures except for
donation restrictions. Strong majorities (more
than 60 per cent) of stakeholders believed that it
would be “definitely” or “probably” feasible for the
Government to implement and enforce most of
these measures, regardless of whether they were
seen as helpful.

None of the rules received strong positive
consensus across all three dimensions of
helpfulness, although some received strong
consensus on two out of three dimensions. None
of the rules received a strong negative consensus
(that they were unhelpful) on any of the three
dimensions, either.

FIGURE 15		 Enforcement and implementation feasibility of proposed street
performance rules
a) Q16: Enforcement feasibility of six proposed rules
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b) Q17: Implementation feasibility of six proposed rules
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large majorities of the stakeholders on all three
dimensions (with either strong or weak consensus),
far fewer stakeholders said they were suitable.
54 per cent of stakeholders said distancing
requirements were suitable, versus 31 per cent
unsuitable, while stakeholders were equally
divided (42 per cent–42 per cent) on the suitability
of spatial occupation guidelines.

However, the rules that most stakeholders chose
as suitable for Hong Kong were not those they
had deemed the most helpful. For example,
decibel limits were deemed suitable by 85
per cent of stakeholders with only 4 per cent
disagreeing, but there was only strong consensus
on the “coexistence” dimension of helpfulness.
Conversely, while distancing requirements
were deemed “very” or “somewhat” helpful by

FIGURE 16		 Suitability of proposed street performance rules for Hong Kong
Suitability/Unsuitability for Hong Kong
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Unsuitable
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These responses reflect different considerations
brought up by the questions: the helpfulness
questions ask people to evaluate the effectiveness
of various measures in achieving certain goals—
reducing conflict, smoothing enforcement, and
encouraging vibrancy. However, stakeholders may
not feel that all the goals are equally important.
The suitability question, on the other hand, asks
them to consider the Hong Kong context, so that
measures seen as helpful in the abstract may not
be practical in local circumstances. The suitability
questions were also concluding questions asked
at the end of survey sections, where stakeholders
should have given more considered responses
after being asked to evaluate the various aspects of
helpfulness and feasibility.
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3.2.2 Discussion and follow-up questions
Decibel limits
The decibel limit was recommended as suitable for
Hong Kong by the vast majority of stakeholders, 85
per cent, with very few objections. There was also
strong consensus on both dimensions of feasibility.
However, while a majority of stakeholders
considered decibel limits definitely or probably
helpful, they only reached strong consensus on
the coexistence dimension, while reaching weak
consensus on co-operative enforcement, and no
consensus on vibrancy. However, only two people
(8 per cent) considered them “very unhelpful”
on all three dimensions of helpfulness. Hence,
while decibel limits may not be seen as extremely
effective in addressing noise problems, they are
still seen as beneficial, and unlikely to provoke
strong opposition.
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The main reason that people gave for
recommending decibel limits as suitable for Hong
Kong was that they are objectively measurable, and
hence able to provide concrete benchmarks for
noise enforcement. Stakeholders believe that this
will reduce disputes between street performers,
other stakeholders, and law enforcement officers.
Some stakeholders commented on the importance
of addressing noise complaints as the biggest
source of conflict. Many street performers
themselves supported decibel limits, saying that an
objective standard would enable them to regulate
themselves more effectively. One performer
stated, “There isn’t currently a decibel guideline.
The performers do not limit their decibel levels,
even as a performer I find it annoying.” However,
a small number of performers expressed concern
that a decibel limit might be set too low for them
to be heard over background noise.
Just one stakeholder gave comments on why they
did not find decibel limits suitable, saying that
they would be too rigid and unrealistic to enforce
in every circumstance, such as if a performer
made a loud noise for two seconds, or performed
loudly in a country park where there were no
residents around to complain. This stakeholder
had a different perspective on street management
than the majority, arguing that there was no need
for specific regulations on street performance
as a special activity, but that street performers
should abide by the general rules and regulations
pertaining to the use of public space by any other
member of the public.
Due to the broad support for decibel limits, they
will be included in the policy recommendations.
The second survey included a follow-up question
about whether stakeholders preferred one uniform
decibel limit to avoid confusion, or whether decibel
limits should be context-dependent as different
locations have different background noise levels.
A number of other questions also addressed how
decibel limits might interact with other measures,
including location zoning, amplifier limits, time
limits, and distancing requirements.
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Amplifier restrictions
Respondents showed a strong consensus on this
rule being helpful in reducing conflicts (at 81 per
cent) but not so much in improving interactions
or facilitating vibrancy. Additionally, while over
80 per cent of stakeholders suggested decibel
limits as suitable for Hong Kong, only 58 per
cent suggested amplifier restrictions. However,
amplifier restrictions also received relatively few
objections, with just 8 per cent saying they were
unsuitable. Of those claiming they were unhelpful
for co-operative enforcement and vibrancy, most
selected the “probably unhelpful” category, so the
degree of their opposition was not extreme.
Stakeholders also saw restrictions on amplifiers as
straightforward and easy to enforce, while being
effective in reducing noise levels. However, one
performer expressed strong concerns that banning
amplifiers would prevent musicians from being
able to perform at all in busy urban areas, as they
would not be able to be heard over background
noise, saying that this would “harm the diversity of
street performance”.
The Round 2 survey therefore asked participants
to rate the acceptability of amplifier bans in
specific locations and at specific times, especially
in the vicinity of residential buildings, which
stakeholders agreed should have a low tolerance
for noise. Stakeholders were also asked whether
they preferred amplifier restrictions to decibel
limits, and whether any restrictions on amplifiers
should apply to street performers specifically or to
all outdoor amplifier use, including by commercial
entities and political campaigns.
Spatial occupation guidelines
Spatial occupation guidelines were one of the two
most popular measures in terms of helpfulness.
There was strong consensus on coexistence
and co-operative enforcement, and a weak
consensus on facilitating vibrancy. However, many
stakeholders had doubts about the suitability of
such rules for Hong Kong, with 42 per cent saying
they were suitable and another 42 per cent saying
they were unsuitable.

Those who supported it thought it would be
effective in bringing some order to what they
saw as a chaotic situation, as well as providing
more clarity on where and how performers could
set up so as to reduce ambiguity and conflict in
law enforcement. Those who opposed it cited
Hong Kong’s lack of space for its impracticality.
Others also expressed concern it would result in
overly-restrictive control of street performers and
infringement of civil liberties.
As spatial occupation guidelines are supposed to
prevent pavement obstruction, and obstruction is
a lower priority for most of the stakeholders, they
may not consider it as important to implement
them. As discussed in Section 3.1.4, stakeholders
found it most important to prevent obstruction
at the entrances to public transport hubs and
pedestrian crossings. Therefore, in Round 2,
stakeholders were asked about the acceptability
of obstruction rules targeted at these specific
locations, as well as the idea of physically marking
areas on the ground at designated locations for
street performers to stay within bounds of.
Distancing requirements
Distancing requirements were one of the two
most popular options in terms of helpfulness,
with stakeholders reaching strong consensus on
coexistence and vibrancy, and weak consensus
on co-operative enforcement. This is likely due
to frequent complaints about too many musical
performers crowding together in too small an
area, resulting in multiple songs clashing with each
other to cacophonous effect. Requiring musicians
to keep a certain distance from each other would
address the problem. However, when asked about
its suitability for Hong Kong, 54 per cent said it was
suitable, and as many as 31 per cent said it was
unsuitable. Therefore, when asked to think about
the practicality of implementation in Hong Kong,
nearly a third of the stakeholders had significant
doubts.

Those who commented positively on distancing
requirements thought that they would be effective
in addressing the clashing noise issue, while those
with negative feedback said that space was too
limited in Hong Kong, e.g. “Difficult to implement
due to limited spaces in the city, especially on
narrow pavements and streets, which make it
difficult to separate the performers.” Others also
argued that it would be difficult to enforce.
Round 2 therefore attempted to address
practicality concerns by asking stakeholders
whether it would be acceptable to implement
distancing in two situations: in parks and public
spaces, by marking designated pitches on the
ground approximately 25m apart, and on city
streets by limiting performers to a maximum of
2 per block (the length of a street between two
intersections).
Time limits
While time limits were, like most of the other
measures, seen as feasible, stakeholders were
divided on their helpfulness. There was a weak
consensus on coexistence, and no consensus on
co-operative enforcement and vibrancy. Of those
who found them unhelpful, slightly less than half
chose the “definitely unhelpful” response. On
suitability, 54 per cent said they were suitable
for Hong Kong, while 31 per cent said they were
unsuitable.
Those who commented positively on the measure
said that it would prevent a small number of
performers from staking out exclusive claims
to certain pitches. In preliminary interviews,
one stakeholder also suggested time limits as a
means of limiting the duration of poor quality
performances, and preventing profit-seeking
performers from commercialising public spaces.
However, others thought that it would be
impractical or require too much manpower to
enforce, and provoke more conflict between
performers. Some street performers also objected
to it because their mode of operation was to
stay in one location for several hours at a time,
engaging with long-staying audiences rather than
walk-by audiences. One stated, “As a performer,
Hong Kong’s culture stays up late, and audiences
tend to linger for a long time.”
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In Round 2, stakeholders were asked whether time
limits would be acceptable in specific situations,
such as in parks with dedicated management staff,
or whether designated performance zones could
be given fixed time slots to remove ambiguity.
Furthermore, if performance zones are
implemented (see below), there would be an
issue of how to manage their finite space so as
to prevent excessive noise and overcrowding.
Stakeholders were therefore asked follow-up
questions about the acceptability of different
combinations of decibel limits, time limits, and
distancing requirements. Would a decibel limit
alone be sufficient? If there were a distancing
requirement, this would limit the number of
performers who could occupy a zone at the same
time. How then should these limited spaces be
fairly allocated? Should there be a time limit to
promote turnover, or should it be first-come-firstserved?
Donation restrictions
As a potential solution, donation restrictions
gained the least support in helpfulness, feasibility
and suitability. A majority, 52 per cent, considered
them unsuitable for Hong Kong. Additionally,
among those who considered them unhelpful, a
majority chose the far end of the response scale
(“very unhelpful”), showing that they provoke
strong opposition.
When asked why they thought it unsuited to
Hong Kong, seven people cited difficulties in
monitoring and enforcement. One stakeholder
wrote: “A problem of manpower, the department
responsible is unclear, allocation of resources is a
problem.” Another said that it “might be difficult
to implement and cause more conflict among
performers, or between performers and law
enforcement officers”. Two thought it would result
in excessive restrictions on street performers, with
one commenting, “Difficult to regulate or enforce;
it might become a tool for law enforcement to
repress civil rights.” Three mentioned the needs of
street performers, saying that street performers
needed to make a living and that donations were a
legitimate way of showing support for performers.
One person responded, “Without monetary
donations, there would be no driving force behind
street performance; even if some performers
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didn’t accept money, in the long term they couldn’t
survive with no income and only expenses.”
The stakeholders in support of restrictions
on donations characterised the measure as
necessary to prevent street performers from
engaging in “illegal activities such as begging”
and to separate cultural activities from begging.
One replied, “Street performance is mainly for
culture’s sake and not a major source of income for
performers, so there should be money restrictions
for performers.” Another stakeholder also saw
monetary restrictions as a means of discouraging
aggressive and nuisance-causing behaviour
motivated by profit.
Given the polarising nature of this option, a ban
on monetary donations will not be included in the
policy recommendations. However, the second
Delphi survey asks stakeholders to consider the
acceptability of two milder regulations—allowing
street performers to set out a box for donations
but not to demand money from audiences, and
requiring licences only for performers who wish to
accept money, rather than all performers.

3.3
		
		

Stakeholder views on street
performance management
strategies

As discussed in Section 2.4, the survey also
asked for stakeholders’ views on three main
street performance management strategies, i.e.
the frameworks under which specific rules are
organised. These include licensing, performance
area zoning, and voluntary agreements. Two
substrategies are included under voluntary
agreements: non-profit partnerships and voluntary
codes of conduct.
3.3.1. Overview of results
As shown in Tables 14 and 15 below, zoning and
non-profit partnerships received strong positive
consensus on two of the three dimensions of
helpfulness. Zoning received only weak consensus
on vibrancy as zoning regulations may impose
restrictions on street performers, while non-profit
partnerships found a weaker consensus on cooperative enforcement, as some may not have

helpful” and “probably unhelpful” responses, but
only about half of the participants thought they
would be beneficial.

seen non-profits as effective mediators between
street performers and enforcement officials.
Licensing received weak consensus on coexistence
and co-operative enforcement, but strong
consensus on vibrancy. The voluntary code of
conduct received no consensus on any dimension
of helpfulness. The IQR was low because most
responses were clustered around the “probably

Again, most stakeholders did not appear to
perceive significant obstacles to feasibility for all
of the strategies except the code of conduct, with
both enforcement and implementation receiving
strong consensus.

TABLE 14 Street performance management strategies—consensus summary

Helpfulness:
Coexistence

Decibel limits

Amplifier
restrictions

Distancing
requirements

Spatial occupation
guidelines

2

1

1

1

65%

77%

77%

54%

Weak consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

No consensus

2

1

2

1

65%

77%

65%

46%

Weak consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak consensus

No consensus

IQR

0.25

1.25

1

1

% in agreement

69%

69%

73%

58%

Strong
consensus

Weak consensus

Strong
consensus

No consensus

1

1

1

2

77%

77%

77%

62%

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak consensus

1

1

0

2

77%

69%

77%

62%

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Strong
consensus

Weak consensus

4/5

4.5/5

4.5/5

1/5

IQR
% in agreement
Consensus

Helpfulness:
Co-operative
enforcement

IQR
% in agreement
Consensus

Helpfulness:
Vibrancy

Consensus
Feasibility:
Enforcement

IQR
% in agreement
Consensus

Feasibility:
Implementation

IQR
% in agreement
Consensus

# of criteria with consensus in favour

(strong consensus = 1, weak consensus = 0.5)

Note: Percentages in brackets () have the majority of stakeholders on the negative side of the response scale (probably, definitely not
helpful/feasible).

TABLE 15 Suitability of street performance management strategies for Hong Kong
% of stakeholders

Licensing

Zoning

Voluntary:
Partnership

Voluntary:
Code of conduct

Suitable

58%

54%

50%

42%

Unsuitable

27%

19%

23%

58%

No comment

15%

27%

27%

0%
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Each was recommended as suitable by 50-60
per cent of the stakeholders, and rejected as
unsuitable by around a quarter to a fifth. However,
licensing was somewhat more polarising as only
15 per cent of stakeholders declined to express an
opinion on it, as opposed to 27 per cent for zoning
or voluntary partnerships.

Regarding suitability, a majority of stakeholders
(58 per cent) rejected voluntary codes of conduct
as unsuitable. This was a polarising option as
every stakeholder has an opinion on it, with none
declining to mention it. However, stakeholders did
not express a strong preference among the other
three—licensing, zoning or voluntary partnerships.

FIGURE 17

Helpfulness of proposed street performance management strategies
a) Helpfulness of licensing
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b) Q23: Helpfulness of zoning
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c) Q23: Helpfulness of non-profit partnership
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d) Q23: Helpfulness of code of conduct
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Licensing—discussion and
follow-up questions
As noted above, a majority of the stakeholders,
58 per cent, recommended licensing as suitable
for Hong Kong, although there was a weaker
consensus on its helpfulness than zoning or nonprofit partnerships. Given that much of the public
debate on street performance management so far
has focused on the idea of licensing, people tended
to have more developed opinions on the subject.
In preliminary interviews, a few stakeholders were
strong proponents of licensing with auditions,
citing a need to weed out what they saw as bad
performers, whereas a few others were strongly
opposed to them on grounds of artistic subjectivity
and artistic freedom. As discussed in Section 3.1.3,
many stakeholders held contradictory views, both
agreeing that there is a need for quality control
while being sceptical of the exclusionary potential
of auditions.
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The question on feasibility also included an item
on “setting up a fair and transparent audition
system”. While a majority of stakeholders still
found auditioning feasible, stakeholders showed
less confidence in their feasibility than other
measures as shown below in Figures 18 and 19. A
much smaller percentage of stakeholders (12 per
cent) thought that carrying out/enforcing a fair and
transparent audition system was “very feasible”
than licensing in general (42 per cent), performance
zoning (31 per cent), non-profit partnerships
or voluntary codes of conduct (27 per cent).
Fewer stakeholders were also confident of the
Government’s ability to “set up and introduce” a
fair and transparent audition system, with as many
as 39 per cent saying it was probably or definitely
infeasible.

Enforcement feasibility of auditioning and management strategies
Q27: How feasible would it be to carry out or enforce the management strategies suggested above?
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FIGURE 19

Implementation feasibility of auditioning and management strategies
Q28. How feasible would it be for the Government to introduce and set up the management
strategies suggested above?
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FIGURE 20		 Suitability of proposed street performance management strategies in
Hong Kong
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may be acceptable to, if not preferred by the most
people, the choices were weighted. 1st choices
were given 4 points, 2nd choices 3 points, 3rd
choices 2 points, and last choices 1 point. The total
points were divided by the number of stakeholders
to arrive at a ranking score out of 4. Additionally,
Although a bare majority of 14 out of the 24
the percentage of stakeholders who chose each
valid responses (58 per cent) placed “no licensing
system” as their last choice, there was no clear first variation as a first or second choice was calculated
choice. Therefore, to try to determine which option (see Table 17).
Stakeholders were then asked to rank their
preference for four variations on a licensing
system, from most to least restrictive, shown in
Table 16 below.

TABLE 16 Ranked choice for licensing system variations
No. of stakeholders

Restrictiveness

Variation

Most

Least

Rank 1

Rank 2

Rank 3

Rank 4

A licensing system with auditions for all
performers.

6
25%

5
21%

7
29%

6
25%

A licensing system that requires auditions
to perform in certain high-profile
locations but not others.

8
33%

6
25%

6
25%

4
17%

A licensing system where street
performers are only assessed on safety
and their likelihood of causing noise
and nuisance at proposed performance
locations.

6
25%

10
42%

8
33%

0
0%

4
17%
24
100%

3
13%
24
100%

3
13%
24
100%

14
58%
24
100%

No licensing system.
Total valid responses

TABLE 17 Licensing system weighted ranking scores
Variation

Weighted ranking score
out of 4

% of 1st and 2nd choices

2.5

46%

A licensing system that requires auditions to perform in
certain high-profile locations but not others.

2.8

58%

A licensing system where street performers are only
3. assessed on safety and their likelihood of causing noise and
nuisance at proposed performance locations.

2.9

67%

4. No licensing system.

1.9

29%

1. A licensing system with auditions for all performers.
2.
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This shows option 3, a licensing system without
auditions, but where the performers are assessed
for safety and nuisance potential, received the
highest weighted ranking score (2.9/4), followed
by option 2, a location-specific audition scheme
targeting high-profile areas (2.8/4). Option 3 was
also the first or second choice of 67 per cent of
the stakeholders who gave valid responses, while
option 2 was the first or second choice of 58 per
cent of stakeholders. Option 1, the most restrictive
universal audition scheme, received less support,
followed by no audition scheme at all.
This suggests that licensing without auditions may
be acceptable to a broader range of stakeholders,
even if not strongly preferred. Audition schemes
may be more likely to find acceptability if they are
limited in scope, such as the schemes currently
in operation at Sha Tin Town Hall and the WKCD,
applied to more heavily used locations.
Given the strong agreement that quality is an
important problem, the Round 2 survey included
follow-up questions asking what other types of
measures might make audition systems more
acceptable, for example, having non-profits
oversee the auditions instead of the Government,
or decentralising auditions into multiple district
schemes. Additionally, it asked about the
acceptability of using voluntary cultural and
educational programmes to address the quality
problem instead of auditions.
3.3.3

Zoning—discussion and follow-up
questions
As noted above, the proposal to zone and
regulate areas for the use of street performers
received a strong positive consensus on 2 out of
3 dimensions of helpfulness and both dimensions
of feasibility. It was suggested as suitable for
Hong Kong by just over half the stakeholders,
54 per cent, but deemed unsuitable by nearly a
fifth, 19 per cent. About a quarter, 27 per cent,
did not say it was either suitable or unsuitable.
Stakeholders generally had favourable views of
zoning, but held less strong opinions on it than
licensing. Regarding feasibility, strong majorities of
stakeholders felt that zoning would be “definitely”
or “probably” feasible. In preliminary interviews,
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two stakeholders expressed the view that it
would be administratively easier to implement
than licensing, because it would not necessarily
require the establishment of new bureaucracies to
administer.
Stakeholders supported zoning for different
reasons. Some performers favoured it as a way
of gaining access to approved performance
spaces. One performer complained about the
LCSD cracking down on performers on the Central
waterfront in recent months, arguing that blanket
bans on amplifiers and donations were being used
to exclude performers from the waterfront instead
of facilitating reasonable use through regulation:
“Right now they’re cutting us all off, there’s no
support for street performers, absolutely none,
and no guidelines on where people can perform...
by the Ferris wheel they say you can’t use
amplifiers or accept donations in any space the
LCSD manages. But the pier is so big, there’s no
management...they’re basically telling us not to
perform at all. It’s unreasonable.”
Others saw zoning as a means of minimising
conflict between performers and residents by
geographically restricting the impact of the
former. One residents’ advocate commented
that zoning “would provide residents in nonzoned areas a legitimate reason for complaint”,
assuming that performing outside of zoned
performance spaces would not be allowed.
Another stakeholder noted that “designated zones
would provide a better environment and safety
for the public.” These different objectives are not
necessarily incompatible, but whether they can
be satisfactorily met will depend on the specifics
of the scheme proposed. The locations of the
proposed zones and the rules to be deployed
within them will affect whether the outcomes
are acceptable to both performers and nearby
residents and business owners.
Two stakeholders expressed reservations about
zoning, one saying that it might be criticised as
limiting freedom of expression if performers
were no longer free to choose their own locations
but limited to a number of approved zones.
Another felt it would be unworkable given Hong

Kong’s high density and its complicated land
leasing, land use definitions, and land ownership
situation. “Regulations would get entangled in land
ownership issues. In the end, the regulations would
either be too harsh, or useless.” However, these
problems may be avoided to a large extent if the
regulatory zoning proposals are only concerned
with government land.

As the international case studies discussed in the
Interim Report showed, zoning schemes can take
different forms. Some can require performers
to use only certain designated locations, as in
Singapore, whereas others more commonly
impose regulations on areas of high impact without
prescribing where performers may locate, such as
in London, New York City or Prague. Stakeholders
were therefore asked to rank these variations in
order of preference, as shown in Table 18.

TABLE 18 Ranked choice for zoning system prioritisation
No. of stakeholders

Restrictiveness

Variation

Most

Least

Rank 1

Rank 2

Rank 3

Street performers must use designated
performance spaces

11
46%

5
21%

7
29%

Performers are allowed to perform
anywhere in the city but there are stricter
rules at popular performance areas and
in noise-sensitive locations.

10
42%

12
50%

2
8%

No zoning

3
13%

7
29%

14
58%

24

24

24

Total valid responses*
		
		
*2 participants declined to answer this question

As above, weighted ranking scores (out of 3)
were calculated, along with the percentage of
stakeholders who picked each option as either
their first or second choice. The more liberal option
of allowing performers to locate anywhere but
imposing stricter rules at performance hot spots
received a slightly higher weighted ranking score
(2.3/3) than prescriptive zoning (2.1/3) and both
received a much higher score than no zoning
(1.5/3). However, this may give a misleading
impression that the two zoning options are

similarly preferred. In fact, prescriptive zoning
appears more divisive, as it was the last choice
of a third of the participants. Optional zoning
was the first or second choice of 92 per cent of
the stakeholders, compared to 67 per cent for
prescriptive zoning, making it much more broadly
acceptable. One stakeholder, a district councillor,
commented that “Citizens are most concerned
about street performance hot spots, so we should
focus on solving problems in these areas.”

TABLE 19 Zoning system weighted ranking scores
Variation

Weighted ranking score
out of 4

% of 1st and 2nd choices

Street performers must use designated performance spaces.

2.1

67%

Performers are allowed to perform anywhere in the city but
there are stricter rules at popular performance areas and in
noise-sensitive locations.

2.3

92%

No zoning.

1.5

42%
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However, as there has not been much precedent
for this model of street management in Hong
Kong, some stakeholders were sceptical of its
practicality. One stakeholder thought that Hong
Kong lacked enough non-profit organisations
with the interest or capacity to take on this role,
while another expressed some concerns that it
would be administratively challenging for the
Government to adequately vet such organisations
to ensure that they were legitimate non-profits.
Not all street performers were necessarily in
favour of this idea, with one expressing the desire
3.3.4 Voluntary measures—discussion and
to remain independent of any organised groups.
follow-up questions
Management by non-profit organisations raises
questions of accountability and inclusiveness.
Stakeholders had a more positive reaction to the
idea of non-profit partnerships, in which non-profit While some may see their potential to curate
performances as a benefit for quality control, there
organisations would be given the responsibility of
is a risk of cliquishness.
managing street performance spaces on behalf of
the Government, than they did to a voluntary code
of conduct, a set of guidelines intended to promote On the other hand, the voluntary code of conduct
received a more negative reaction, with roughly
self-regulation and conflict resolution.
half the stakeholders saying that it would be
helpful along all three dimensions, and a majority
On measures of helpfulness and feasibility, non(58 per cent) saying that it was unsuitable for
profit partnerships performed comparably with
Hong Kong. While over 60 per cent still said it was
zoning, as shown in Table 14 above. In terms
feasible, this was lower than the number who
of suitability, 50 per cent of the stakeholders
found the other strategies feasible.
recommended this strategy, while just under a
quarter (23 per cent) found it unsuitable. This is
The main reason given for their scepticism
also comparable to the response to zoning.
was the belief that a voluntary code would be
ineffective as it would not be legally enforceable.
Stakeholders who found the non-profit model
As one stakeholder put it, “If the guidelines were
appealing argued that it would be a more
voluntary, that would be useless, nobody would
bottom-up approach than direct regulation by
be that co-operative. If there were regulations,
the Government, resulting in a more creative and
vibrant artistic environment. “It would have a good people would not mess about.” Others were
concerned that voluntary guidelines would be too
impact,” said one stakeholder, “it would allow
vague to be useful, especially as there is not much
experienced people to deal with the issue and
common ground between different stakeholders
avoid the problems of top-down management.”
in their understanding of street performance. Even
Another wrote, “NGOs would be the best; would
be more vibrant, and would address the noise and among street performers, there is a lack of mutual
understanding and shared goals. Hong Kong
donation issues.” Some also saw non-profits as
lacked the cohesion necessary to make voluntary
having the ability to mediate between different
stakeholders so as to avoid direct conflict between guidelines effective.
performers and law enforcement officers, while
However, a few stakeholders favoured voluntary
one person suggested that they would be more
guidelines over formal regulatory approaches
effective in keeping the influence of organised
in order to avoid overmanagement by the
crime out of street performance spaces.
Government; “The degree of freedom would
Given the competing concerns, it was anticipated
that stakeholders may have different priorities
about where to locate performance zones. For
example, street performers might want to secure
access to performance spaces in urban areas with
high pedestrian traffic, whereas residents may wish
to push street performers out to more remote
public open spaces, further away from residential
areas. Therefore, in Round 2, stakeholders
were asked about the desirability of different
approaches to designating performance zones.
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be relatively larger, with fewer limits on the
development of art,” wrote one performer.
Another stakeholder from the business sector
felt that there was no need to introduce specific
regulations targeted only at street performers
when general regulations should suffice, as he
saw street performance as only one kind of public
space activity among many. He thought that a
code of conduct would be beneficial in enabling
different public space users to coexist with each
other more smoothly. One stakeholder cited the
ease of implementation from the perspective
of the Government. As a purely administrative
guideline, a code of conduct would not require any
new legislation, and would serve an educational
purpose in informing street performers and other
stakeholders about how to behave.
As the main objections to voluntary measures
were based on concerns about their efficacy
and practicality, Round 2 of the survey asked
stakeholders whether the Government should
try to implement them as pilot, interim, or
supplementary measures, rather than on their
own.

3.4

Summary

3.4.1 Agreed-upon principles
● Stakeholders had a strong consensus that
residential areas should be protected from
noise, but that purely commercial areas and
public open spaces should have a moderate
to high tolerance for noise, especially on
weekends.
● Stakeholders universally agreed that poor
quality performances were an important
problem to address. There was also a strong
consensus that street performance policy
should ensure that performers meet a certain
standard of artistic quality.
● Street obstruction was a lower priority issue
than noise and quality, but stakeholders had a
strong consensus on minimising obstructions
at public transport hubs and in front of
pedestrian crossings.

● Regarding aspirational policy objectives,
three quarters of participants thought that
promoting local artists should be an important
priority.
● Stakeholders did not agree on the importance
of providing better legal protections to street
performers in the abstract, but when asked
about the specifics of protecting performer
rights, they reached strong consensus on
providing clear rules, ensuring access to
performance spaces, and preserving the
spontaneous nature of street performance.
3.4.2 Significant areas of contention
● Although stakeholders felt that it was
important to address the quality of street
performance, there was not a clear consensus
on auditions as a solution. Many stakeholders
had mixed feelings about auditions, agreeing
that they would improve performance quality,
but also that they would unfairly exclude some
performers.
● While stakeholders had a strong consensus on
the feasibility of “carrying out and enforcing”
a fair and transparent audition system, they
did not reach consensus on the Government’s
ability to “set up and introduce” such a system.
External organisations, such as arts non-profits,
may be seen as more trustworthy.
● As some form of licensing would be a
prerequisite for an audition system,
stakeholders would also have to agree on
licensing. However, about a third of the
stakeholders deemed licensing unsuitable
for Hong Kong, and tended to express wellthought-out reasons as to why.
● Stakeholders lacked agreement on the
importance of supporting street performers’
freedom of cultural expression, as only half
of stakeholders chose this as one of their
three policy priorities. However, some do care
about it very strongly and expressed serious
reservations about auditions in preliminary
interviews and open-ended comments.
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3.4.3 Most and least promising rules
Although none of the proposed policies received
across-the-board consensus on helpfulness,
feasibility and suitability, some appeared more
broadly acceptable than others.
● Stakeholders had a strong consensus on the
helpfulness of a decibel limit in reducing
conflicts, but not for improving interactions
with law enforcement or facilitating vibrancy.
It was seen as feasible and 85 per cent of
stakeholders described it as suitable for Hong
Kong, with very few people registering any
objection to the idea. It is therefore highly
promising.
● Stakeholders similarly found locationspecific amplifier restrictions helpful in
reducing conflicts. This was the second most
recommended policy, with about 60 per cent
of the stakeholders saying it was suitable,
and few objections. However, a few street
performers did find this idea excessively
restrictive. If implemented, it should be done
in a carefully targeted way in order to avoid
arousing controversy.
● Stakeholders were in stronger agreement
about the overall helpfulness of distancing
requirements and spatial occupation
guidelines, but roughly 30-40 per cent of
them said they were unsuitable for Hong
Kong, mainly due to concerns about spatial
limitations. However, due to their perceived
effectiveness, stakeholders may be willing to
implement them in certain contexts, especially
if the alternatives are less appealing.
● Stakeholders were divided on the idea of time
limits, with some seeing this as a useful way to
prevent monopolisation and others seeing it
as impractical and unenforceable. Some street
performers also strongly objected to the idea,
as their business model involved catering to
audiences who linger for long periods of time.
The idea may be accepted in some limited
contexts, e.g. a designated performance zone
with limited space available, but not as a
general policy.
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● Although several stakeholders expressed the
opinion that financial motives encouraged
antisocial behaviour in street performers
during preliminary interviews, placing
restrictions on donations was not seen as a
practical measure. Stakeholders did not reach
consensus on any measures of helpfulness
or feasibility, and a majority found them
unsuitable for Hong Kong.
3.4.4 Most and least promising strategies
None of the proposed strategies received acrossthe-board consensus, but licensing, zoning, and
non-profit partnerships received more support
than a voluntary code of conduct.
● The voluntary code of conduct was the
least popular and most polarising of the
four strategies, with 58 per cent of the
stakeholders deeming it unsuitable for Hong
Kong. Stakeholders also lacked consensus on
its helpfulness, and had a weak consensus
on its feasibility. While some stakeholders
favoured this strategy as a means of avoiding
overmanagement, the majority saw it as
ineffective and impractical. Round 2 explored
whether stakeholders are willing to consider
a code of conduct as a transitional or
supplementary measure.
● Zoning and non-profit partnerships performed
somewhat better on measures of helpfulness
than licensing, receiving strong consensus on
2 out of 3 measures as opposed to 1 out of
3. However, the percentage of stakeholders
recommending all three as suitable for Hong
Kong was around 50-60 per cent. There was
no clear endorsement as seen in the case of
decibel limits.
● More moderate, less restrictive versions
of licensing and zoning received broader
acceptance than the most restrictive versions,
and a majority of stakeholders indicated that
not implementing them at all was their least
favoured option. Detailed policy variations are
further explored in Round 2.

● The main reasons for scepticism of non-profit
partnerships appeared to be linked to the lack
of precedent in Hong Kong (outside of the
MTR’s privately-run busking scheme). There
were doubts about the capacity and willingness
of non-profits to take up this role, and about
whether such schemes would be run in an
inclusive manner. Stakeholders may be willing
to consider this strategy as an experimental
pilot scheme.
3.4.5 Exceptions and outliers
A few of the stakeholders were unwilling or
unable to answer most or all of the questions
in the questionnaire for various reasons. A few
representatives of government departments
were not prepared to comment on hypothetical
policy matters, and therefore returned mostly
blank forms. The Police chose to submit a written
statement explaining current policy, legislation and
enforcement practices in lieu of completing the
questionnaire. Regarding the policy suggestions,
the Hong Kong Police Force (HKPF) endorsed the
general principle of implementing more objectively
measurable and practicably enforceable rules
without providing explicit feedback on specific
policy proposals:

A small number of other participants also
responded “don’t know” to many of the questions,
but this was not due to lack of knowledge or
opinion. One street performer had difficulty
adhering to the multiple choice format of the
questionnaire, providing long-form answers, many
of which could not be coded, but in which she
expressed her dissatisfaction with current street
performance management practices. She also
was clear that she did not want a decibel level set
below 100dB.

Another participant from the business sector
rejected the premise of many of the questions
as his understanding of the problem was
different from most of the other stakeholders
(including other business sector representatives),
whose viewpoints informed the framing of the
questionnaire. He did not see street performance
as a matter of cultural policy, placemaking, or city
marketing, and therefore found it unnecessary
to articulate broad policy objectives such as
promoting local artists, promoting urban vibrancy,
or enhancing the city’s image. Nor did he see
a need for any particular rules, regulations, or
policies specific to street performance as an
activity. Rather, he viewed street performance
simply as one among many activities which take
place in public space, which should be managed
“From a law enforcement perspective, any
under existing, general-purpose laws regulating
suggestions incorporating reasonable and
the use of public space to ensure that various users
enforceable parameters for restricting and
do not infringe on one another’s rights. He thought
reducing the noise nuisance are welcomed.
that street performance-specific regulations would
The overarching principle shall be improving
be impractical and lead to overmanagement,
the enforceability within the existing legal
framework with regards to the detailed control especially when street performance is not clearly
defined in the first place. Non-standard viewpoints
criteria, practicable measurement procedures,
such as this are difficult to incorporate into and are
and technical solutions.
unlikely to be satisfied by a menu of compromise
To enshrine a user-friendly regulatory regime on proposals as they do not share the same
underlying assumptions or framing as the majority
street performance, explicit guidelines, public
education and interdepartmental co-ordination of stakeholders. Nevertheless, it is important to be
aware of the diversity of perspectives that exist.
shall be in place to effect regulations of noise
level, distancing, time limit, and any other
restrictions. The implications to enforcement
resources, including but not limited to
manpower and sufficient equipment and
trainings shall be taken into consideration in
order to carry out enforcement ‘there and
then’. ”
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4

Analysis of Round 2
Delphi Questionnaire
This section will summarise the results of the
Round 2 Delphi questionnaire, providing an
overview of changes in stakeholders’ views
towards the proposed solutions presented in
Round 1. A full tabulation of results can be found
in Appendix 2. As in Round 1, consensus levels
in Round 2 results were analysed using the IQR
and the percentage of stakeholders in agreement
on each question, whereby over 60 per cent in
agreement is defined as a weak consensus, and
over 60 per cent in agreement with an IQR of 1 or
less is defined as a strong consensus.
The 26 stakeholders who participated in the
first round were recontacted, and 22 responded
to the questionnaire. They comprised 8 street
performers, 6 business sector representatives,
4 district councillors, 3 representatives of
government departments, and 2 representatives of
community or non-profit organisations.

4.1

Licensing

4.1.1

Validity of reasons for licensing being
suitable or unsuitable for Hong Kong
In Round 1, we learnt that participants were fairly
optimistic about the helpfulness and feasibility
of the licensing approach but less so about its
suitability in Hong Kong. Based on participants’
comments and their feedback in interviews in
Phase 1, we have summarised a list of reasons
explaining people’s views of its suitability. We
therefore asked participants in Round 2 to rate
how valid these reasons are.
In the list of statements, two (statements A and C)
are supportive of the approach and three express
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scepticism about it (statements B, D and E). The
results suggest that participants are highly aware
of the downsides of the approach.
Statement B is the only one without a strong
consensus, despite 64 per cent support for its
validity. This is also the only statement with over
a quarter of participants finding it “probably/
definitely invalid”. In comparison to others,
this concern about freedom of expression and
potential censoring of street performers is not as
high a priority as others about the suitability of
licensing. This is consistent with participants’ views
on the matter related to freedom of expression in
Round 1.
In the last round, participants also did not reach a
consensus on the importance of “ensuring anyone
can perform”. While stakeholder were less unified
on concerns about freedom of expression than
they were on the other statements, a majority
(64 per cent) of them still shared this concern,
and some may become very vocal if the proposed
policies fail to respect these concerns.
Rather, participants feel more strongly towards
the concerns about slow implementation process
(statement D) and the creation of complicated new
rules that would cause more disputes (statement
E). In Round 1, 81 per cent of participants
considered it “very/ probably important” to
provide clearer guidelines for performers and
enforcement officers. That participants reached
a strong consensus on the impact of creating
complicated new rules acts as a reminder to policy
makers of the need to create a clear set of rules in
order to reduce conflicts. The strong consensus on
statement A further emphasises this reminder.

TABLE 20 Validity of statements about licensing
Statements/ % breakdown

Definitely Definitely Don’t
or probably or probably Know
valid
invalid

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Licensing would reduce conflicts between street
performers and other stakeholders by creating a
clear set of rules for street performance.

91%

0

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Licensing would restrict freedom of expression and
would be used to censor street performers.

64%

27%

9%

100%

2

Weak
consensus

c. Licensing would grant street performers legal
legitimacy and give them more peace of mind.

86%

9%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. Licensing may be difficult and slow to implement
because the Government would have to pass
new legislation and set up a new body, such as a
Department of Culture, to run it.

91%

5%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

e. Licensing would create complicated new rules
that would cause more disputes between street
performers and enforcement officers.

82%

9%

9%

100%

0

Strong
consensus

FIGURE 21

Comparison between Round 1 and Round 2 views on licensing
Definitely helpful
Probably helpful
Probably unhelpful

Definitely unhelpful
Don’t know

Very important
Somewhat important

Slightly important
Unimportant

Definitely valid
Probably valid
Probably invalid

Definitely invalid
Don’t know

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

How helpful would a licensing system
be in a) Reducing conflicts between
performers and other stakeholders?

How valid are the following statements? a)
Licensing would reduce conflicts between street
performers and other stakeholders by creating a
clear set of rules for street performance.

Helpfulness
of licensing
in reducing
conflicts

Validity: licensing
would reduce
conflicts by
providing clear
rules

4%
11.9%

30.7%

18.8%

9%
32%

59%

34.7%

How important is it for street performance
policy to: c) Give performers legal
protection through licensing?

How valid are the following statements? c)
Licensing would grant street performers legal
legitimacy and give them more peace of mind.
4.5%

Importance of
granting legal
protection
through licensing

7.7%
30.8%
34.6%
26.9%

Validity: licensing
grants performers
legitimacy, peace
of mind

9.1%
36.4%

50%
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4.1.2 Quality control—auditions
In Round 1, stakeholders had mixed feelings about
auditions. While 100 per cent of participants
agreed on the importance of addressing poor
performance quality, only 48 per cent selected
“supporting people’s right to cultural expression”
● However, two conditions must be met to gain
as one of their top three policy objectives. While
their full support 1) a clear and simple set of
77 per cent of participants agreed that auditions
rules, and 2) a plausible administrative path
would help to establish an artistic benchmark for
to implementation within a reasonable time
performers, 69 per cent of participants were also
frame
worried that it would result in unfair exclusion.
Therefore, in this round, participants were
● Policy makers should also proceed with caution presented with a list of five proposals for auditions,
to alleviate concerns about free cultural
and asked to rate the acceptability of each option.
expression and inclusiveness, particularly in
light of Hong Kong’s exceptionally charged
political environment. This is discussed below
in Section 4.1.2.
Main takeaways:
● Stakeholders agreed on the benefits of
adopting the licensing approach for its value
in conflict reduction and granting performers
legal protection.

TABLE 21 Acceptability of various audition policies
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly Don’t
unacceptable Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. The Government sets up a licensing scheme
where auditions are only required for prime
locations in high-footfall areas. Approved
performers gain priority access to these
locations. Other locations do not require an
audition to get a license.

64%

27%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Auditions are required for all performers,
but the judging panel is chosen by
arts organisations instead of by the
Government.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Instead of one city-wide audition scheme,
the Government allows district councils
to create separate audition schemes for
different locations, each run by a different
non-profit organisation.

59%

27%

14%

100%

2

No
consensus

d. The Government does not implement any
audition scheme and promotes better
quality performance through voluntary
cultural and educational programmes.

41%

45%

14%

100%

1

No
consensus

e. The Government does not implement any
audition scheme and focuses on addressing
measurable problems such as noise and
obstruction.

45%

50%

5%

100%

1

No
consensus
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Results showed that participants were divided
over the two proposals that suggested not
implementing an audition scheme, especially
proposal E, which half of the participants found
either “very” or “fairly unacceptable”. There
were more participants who found the lack of an
audition scheme unacceptable than there were
who found any of the three audition proposals
unacceptable. Of the three audition proposals,
participants reached strong consensus on A and B,
with A receiving 10 per cent more support than B.
A similar proportion of participants in Round 1
said that auditions would unfairly exclude some
performers (69 per cent) as the proportion in
Round 2 who said that auditions would be used as
a mechanism to censor performers (64 per cent).
However, most participants seemed to accept
proposals A—limiting audition requirements to
certain areas, and B—recruiting non-profit arts
groups to serve as the judges, as effective means
of alleviating these concerns.
Six participants found proposal A fairly or very
unacceptable. These stakeholders represented
district councils, a government department, and
the business sector. Based on their overall pattern
of answers, two preferred to have no auditions
at all, three preferred to have auditions but in a

FIGURE 22

different format, and one was favourable towards
some of the audition options but also to not having
any auditions.
For B, the three participants who found it
unacceptable included two from the business
sector and one District Council member. Two of
the three leaned towards preferring no auditions,
and one wanted auditions but preferred a different
scheme.
Surprisingly, performers, who would be personally
affected by auditions, did not find either A or B
particularly problematic.
However, participants felt less keen on proposal
C, the decentralised scheme which avoids placing
decision-making power into a single body,
thereby offering more choice for performers.
Only 59 per cent of participants found it “very/
fairly acceptable”. Of the participants who were
less willing to accept C, 2 were performers, and
others from the public and private sectors. Given
that participants elsewhere expressed support
for “simple rules that require little manpower to
enforce” (discussed in Section X), proposal C may
have been less appealing due to the much higher
level of complexity involved in enforcing and
following the rules.

Chart of acceptability of various audition policies
Audition policies
Very unacceptable
Don’t know

Very acceptable
Fairly acceptable
Fairly unacceptable
a) The Government sets up a licensing scheme where auditions
are only required for prime locations in high-football areas.
Approved performers gain priority access to these locations.
Other locations do not rquire an audition to get a license.

11

3
7

b) Auditions are required for all performers, but the judging panel
is chosen by arts organisations instead of by the Government

c) instead of one city-wide audition scheme, the Government
allows district councils to create separate audition schemes
for different locations, each run by a different non-profit
organisation

7

6
4

e) The Government does not implement any audition scheme
and focuses on addressing measurable problems such as noise
and obstruction.

4
0

2

2

2

4

3
2

14
8

5
6
25

2

10 1

6

d) The Government does not implement any audition scheme and
promotes better quality performance through voluntary cultural
and educational programmes

5 1

8
50

75

3
1
3
3 1
100 (%)
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Main takeaways:
In order to strike a balance between raising quality
and preserving freedom, participants showed
willingness to accept audition schemes on the
conditions that:
1. It is required only for prime locations—to find
an appropriate level of quality management
(proposal A) and…
2. The judging panel is chosen by arts
organisations to make it as fair and inclusive as
possible (proposal B). As discussed in Section
3, in Round 1 participants failed to reach
consensus on the feasibility of the Government
setting up a “fair and transparent” audition
system. Tapping arts non-profits to administer
the auditions would be a way to increase the
perceived feasibility of auditions and bolster
public confidence in the policy.
4.1.3 Noise control measures—decibel limits
Participants were then asked about noise control
measures in the context of licensing conditions. In
Round 1, participants strongly agreed that noise
issues needed to be addressed as the second
highest priority after poor performance quality.
One of the potential solutions suggested to
participants was a decibel limit, which was not an

unfamiliar measure as it is used in limited contexts
such as the WKCD’s busking scheme and outside
the Hong Kong Cultural Centre.
As a large majority of stakeholders thought that
it would be suitable for Hong Kong in Round 1, it
will be included in this report’s recommendations
to the Government. Round 2 asked participants
to further consider some policy details. One of
the reasons given by the few participants who
did not favour a decibel limit was that it would be
inflexible. Therefore, participants were asked a
follow-up question about whether they thought
decibel limits should be uniform throughout Hong
Kong, or context-dependent. The results show a
clear preference for context-dependent decibel
limits, which is consistent with comments given
during Round 1 and in preliminary interviews.
In Round 1, stakeholders’ tolerance of noise
varied according to time and location, with broad
agreement that residential areas should have
less tolerance for noise than commercial areas
(Section 3.1.1). This demonstrates stakeholders’
demand for a more flexible, context-sensitive noise
control regulatory policy. However, how to balance
context-sensitivity with straightforwardness in
implementation remains a question.

TABLE 22 Decibel limit preferences
Options/ % breakdown

Preference

a. It should be uniform through Hong Kong to avoid confusion and make it easier to enforce.

26%

b. It should vary depending on the location because a busy street needs a higher decibel limit than a
park.

64%

c. I don’t think there is a need for any decibel limit.
d. I don’t know.
Total

60

0
9%
100%

4.1.4

Noise control measures—
amplifier restrictions
Apart from decibel limits, amplifier restrictions
were proposed as another noise control measure.
In Round 1, most of the stakeholders supported
amplifier restrictions. However, when we asked
them to rate how helpful amplifier restrictions
would be, participants agreed that it would be
helpful in reducing conflicts, but not so in terms
of improving interactions between performers
and enforcement officers, nor facilitating street
performance vibrancy. As noted in Section 3, some
performers were concerned about the impact
this measure would have on the diversity of street
performance as a whole.

In Round 2, we asked participants to review a list
of proposals for amplifier restrictions and rate
their acceptability. The options presented varied
by different aspects such as time and location.
Participants only reached a strong consensus on
two out of the seven proposals listed. Respondents
reached a strong consensus on two proposals, D
and F, while they reached a weak consensus on A
and G, and no consensus on the rest.
Proposals D and F allow performers to continue using
amplifiers, but restrict them at certain times and
locations. Proposal D, which prohibits amplifiers near
residential buildings after 9 p.m. is consistent with
stakeholder responses in Round 1, where over 50
per cent expressed a preference for performances to
cease in residential areas after 9 p.m.

TABLE 23 Acceptability of various amplifier restrictions
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly Don’t
unacceptable Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Allow the use of battery-powered amplifiers
but not gas or mains powered amplifiers.

68%

23%

9%

100%

1.25

Weak
consensus

b. Allow amplifiers near residential buildings or
hotels, but with a lower decibel limit than in
purely commercial streets.

59%

32%

9%

100%

1.25

No
consensus

c. Do not allow the use of amplifiers near
residential buildings or hotels at any time.

50%

41%

9%

100%

2.25

No
consensus

d. Do not allow the use of amplifiers near
residential buildings or hotels after 9 p.m.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

e. Only allow street performers to use
amplifiers in certain designated commercial
streets or public open spaces.

59%

32%

9%

100%

2

No
consensus

f. Within public parks or waterfront
promenades, only allow amplifiers at
designated locations so that other public
space users can enjoy quiet areas

86%

5%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

g. Implement a decibel level instead of putting
any restrictions on amplifiers.

64%

23%

14%

100%

1.5

Weak
consensus
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FIGURE 23

Chart of acceptability of various amplifier restrictions
Amplifier restriction measures
Very unacceptable
Don’t know
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Fairly acceptable
Fairly unacceptable
a) Allow the use of battery-powered amplifiers but
not gas or mains powered amplifiers
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hotels, but with a lower decibel limit than in purely
commercial streets
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c) Do not allow the use of amplifiers near residential
buildings or hotels at any time
d) Do not allow the use of amplifiers near residential
buildings or hotels after 9 p.m.

10

e) Only allow street performers to use amplifiers
in certain designated commercial streets or public
open spaces

9

f) Within public parks or waterfront promenades,
only allow amplifiers at designated locations so that
other public space users can enjoy quiet areas

4
12
6

8

g) Implement a decibel level instead of putting any
restrictions on amplifiers

0

There is also consistency between previous
responses and participants’ reaction to option F,
which suggests allowing amplifiers at designated
locations within public parks and waterfront
promenades in order to allow other users to enjoy
quiet areas. 88 per cent of participants found this
“very/ fairly acceptable”. In Round 1, participants
expressed a medium to high level of tolerance of
noise in public parks and waterfront promenades
both on weekdays and over weekends (Section
3.1.2). However, some stakeholders did express
concern in interviews about residents’ quiet
enjoyment of public spaces. Designating certain
areas for amplifier use, if adequately enforced,
appears to be an acceptable compromise to most.
Respondents did not reach a strong consensus
on options A or G, although 68 per cent and 64
per cent of participants found them “very/ fairly
acceptable”. Amongst the participants who did not
agree with option A, the majority were performers,
some of whom did use gas or mains-powered
amplifiers. Participants who did not agree with
option G were mostly from the Government,
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district councils and business sectors, indicating
that they thought decibel limits alone would be
insufficient. This was also expected based on
previous comments about amplifier use.
The remaining proposals, option B, which permits
amplifiers near residential buildings but with a
lower decibel limit, option C, which prohibits
amplifiers near residential buildings at any time,
and option E, which restricts amplifier use to
designated commercial streets and public open
spaces, did not receive support from a clear
majority of participants.
Comparing B, C and D which concern amplifier use
near residential buildings, option D, which was
accepted by strong consensus and bans amplifiers
near residential buildings after 9 p.m., represents a
middle point between the more permissive B and
the restrictive C.

Comparing E and F, which are location-based rules,
participants showed their preference for F, the
less restrictive measure but which addresses other
public space users’ right to quiet enjoyment.
Additionally, given that performers are not the only
amplifier users in Hong Kong, participants were
also asked to weigh in on whether they thought
that amplifier restrictions should be specific to
street performers, or cover all users including
commercial promoters and political campaign

groups. On the one hand, stakeholders may prefer
to treat all amplifier users equally, but on the other
hand, some may wish to avoid impacts on activities
unrelated to street performance. For example,
market stall owners sometimes use amplifiers to
advertise wares, shops use recorded messages
or television screens to attract passers-by, and
charities, community groups and politicians may
use loudspeakers during outdoor fundraising,
advocacy or electioneering activities.

TABLE 24 Preferred scope of amplifier restrictions
Options/ % breakdown

Preference

a. Only street performers

18%

b. Should cover all amplifiers

64%

c. There should not be restrictions on amplifiers.

0%

d. Don’t know

18%

Total

64 per cent of participants agreed that it should
target all amplifiers, not just street performers.
However, no one selected option C, which means
that no one strongly objected to location-based
amplifier restrictions in principle. Given that the
strongest majorities supported relatively moderate
restrictions (D and F), applying these rules to all
amplifiers should not have too great an impact on
other activities, and exemptions for special cases
(e.g. polling days) may be built into the regulations.

100%

Lastly, participants were asked to choose the
noise control measures they preferred. In Round
1, decibel limits were more popular than amplifier
restrictions. Here, results showed that over half of
the participants thought that both decibel limits
and amplifier restrictions should be implemented.
18 per cent favoured a decibel limit only, and
18 per cent favoured neither. However, no one
supported using amplifier restrictions only.

TABLE 25 Preferred noise control measures
Options/ % breakdown

Preference

a. Decibel limit only

18%

b. Amplifier restrictions only

0%

c. A combination of the two

55%

d. Neither

18%

e. Don't Know

9%

Total

100%
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Main takeaways:
● Participants preferred a context-sensitive
decibel limit which takes into account
the location and perhaps the time of day.
Participants favoured flexibility over simplicity
in this case.
● The decibel limit should be given
implementation priority over amplifier
restrictions. Support for amplifier restrictions
to be used as a stand-alone measure was low,
but participants showed willingness to accept
amplifier restrictions used in conjunction with
a decibel limit.
● Participants favoured a moderate approach to
amplifier restrictions that can address noise
issues while respecting the needs of other
public space users, including street performers.

● Both the implementation of decibel limit
and amplifier restrictions should be contextsensitive in terms of time and location, rather
than a blanket policy.
4.1.5 Monetary donation restrictions
In Round 1, participants did not reach a
consensus on donation restrictions in terms of its
helpfulness, feasibility and suitability. It was the
most unpopular measure for street performance
management, especially amongst performers
which was understandable as some performers do
depend partially on donations for their earnings.
Stakeholder support for this measure was low
enough to make a ban on donations infeasible as
a recommendation. In Round 2, participants were
asked about their willingness to accept various
more moderate regulations on donations, shown
below in Table 26.

TABLE 26 Acceptability of donation regulations
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly
unacceptable

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Street performers can set out a box for
donations , but may not directly ask people
for money.

68%

23%

9%

100%

1.25

Weak
consensus

b. Instead of requiring a licence for all street
performers, only require those who want
to collect money to obtain a licence.

45%

45%

9%

100%

2

No
consensus

Results showed that participants did not reach
a strong consensus on either of the proposed
measures for donation restrictions. However, there
were still 68 per cent of participants who found
option A “very/ fairly acceptable”, while option
B divided the participants equally, 45 per cent
to 45 per cent, with the remainder responding
“don’t know”. Figure 24 below also shows that
participants objected more intensely to option B,
with most of those who opposed it finding it “very
unacceptable”.
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Those who found both proposals unacceptable
were roughly equally divided between those who
supported donation restrictions and those who
opposed them in Round 1, indicating that while
some thought that these compromise options were
too restrictive, others thought they did not go far
enough. All in all, participants’ opinions remained
more or less constant—donation restrictions of any
kind remain divisive.

FIGURE 24

Chart of acceptability of donation restrictions
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4.1.6 Main takeaways—licensing approach
● Both decibel limits and amplifier restrictions
in combination were favoured by a majority
● While participants agreed that licensing could
of the participants, but decibel limits are
reduce conflict, create clearer rules, and grant
more widely accepted and should take higher
performers legal legitimacy, they were also
priority. Participants wanted that noise control
aware of its potential drawbacks. Therefore, for
policies should be sensitive to time and place.
licensing to work, policies need to be carefully
Most favoured variable decibel limits that
crafted to address or avoid the drawbacks.
take into account background noise levels at
different locations. More participants found
● Respondents were open to licensing with
highly targeted amplifier restrictions that focus
audition requirements under certain
on protecting sensitive receivers at particular
conditions. Instead of a highly restrictive
times and places more acceptable than broadaudition scheme for all performers,
based restrictions.
participants find it more acceptable to impose
auditions on prime locations.
● Donation restrictions remained controversial
and compromise measures did not gain
● In order to ensure fairness and transparency
consensus support from participants.
in audition schemes, participants also agreed
that the judging panel should be chosen by arts
organisations rather than the Government.
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4.2

Zoning

4.2.1 Validity of statements about zoning
In Round 1, a majority of stakeholders supported
zoning but some expressed concerns about
its effectiveness, especially given the limited
availability of space in Hong Kong. Therefore,
in Round 2 participants were asked to rate the
validity of various statements about the suitability
of the zoning approach in Hong Kong.
Participants achieved strong consensus on
statement A, that zoning would help performers
by giving them access to authorised locations; B,

that zoning would protect residents from noise
nuisance; and F, that spatial limitations would
make zoning difficult to implement. Amongst
them, option B received the most agreement (86
per cent), followed by A (77 per cent), then F (66
per cent). Both options A and B are the potential
benefits of zoning, while option F presents a
condition that would jeopardise its effectiveness.
Participants also came within one percentage
point of reaching consensus on statement D, that
NIMBYism would be an obstacle to designating
street performance zones. However, despite these
concerns, a strong majority agreed on the benefits
of zoning.

TABLE 27 Validity of statements about zoning
Statements/ % breakdown

Definitely
Definitely Don’t
or probably or probably Know
valid
invalid

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Zoning would guarantee performers access
to authorised locations, enabling them to
perform more easily.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Zoning would protect residents from noise
nuisance by separating performers from
residential buildings and creating clear rules
for street performance hot spots.

86%

5%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Zoning would be easier to implement than
licensing because the rules would be simpler
and the Government won’t need to establish
a new Department of Culture to implement it.

55%

23%

23%

100%

1

No
consensus

d. Zoning would be hard to implement because
district councils and residents are unlikely to
agree to locate street performance zones in
their districts.

59%

27%

14%

100%

1

No
consensus

e. Zoning would lead to overmanagement of
street performers and is likely to result in
them being required to use inconvenient
locations.

45%

41%

14%

100%

1

No
consensus

f. There is too little usable space in Hong Kong
for zoning to be effective.

64%

32%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus
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Surprisingly, all but one performer considered
statement B valid, and 7 out of 9 agreed with
statement A, indicating that most performers
are willing to compromise by not performing
near residential buildings in exchange for access
to guaranteed performance spaces elsewhere.
However, while the overall stakeholder pool
did not come to agreement on statement E,
that zoning would relegate street performers to
undesirable areas, 7 out of 9 street performers
considered this statement valid. This shows that
while they are open to zoning as a viable approach,
they are worried that the zoning decisions will be
made without considering their needs.

Participants achieved strong consensus on
statement A, that zoning would help performers
by giving them access to authorised locations; B,
that zoning would protect residents from noise
nuisance; and F, that spatial limitations would make
zoning difficult to implement. Amongst them,
option B received the most agreement (86 per
cent), followed by A (77 per cent), then F (66 per
cent). Both options A and B are about the potential
benefits of zoning, while option F presents a
condition that would jeopardise its effectiveness.
Participants also came within one percentage
point of reaching consensus on statement D, that
NIMBYism would be an obstacle to designating
street performance zones. However, despite these
concerns, a strong majority agreed on the benefits
of zoning.

FIGURE 25

Chart of validity of statements about zoning
Zoning statements
Definitely invalid
Don’t know

Definitely valid
Probably valid
Probably invalid
a) Zoning would guarantee performers access to authorised
locations, enabling them to perform more easily
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4.2.2 Zoning proposals
Participants were then asked to rate the
desirability of various approaches to locating
performance zones to further probe their
preferences and willingness to compromise. A list
of four options was provided, with some building
on the existing situation, and others suggesting
major relocation. Results indicate that stakeholders
would mostly prefer to see gradual changes being
made to the status quo, rather than disruptive
measures.
Respondents reached strong consensus on
options A, C and D. However, option C could be
interpreted in two ways. Respondents who found
this measure desirable could either interpret this
as a new measure, or as an addition to existing
performance spaces. If they found it desirable
because they preferred a large performance zone

that is guaranteed to smaller zones scattered
across Hong Kong that are not guaranteed,
then it would mean that they would be willing
to compromise on a moderately drastic change
to the status quo, for a better guarantee of
performance space. However, if participants
found it desirable because it would mean having
a large performance space as an addition to what
they already have, that would mean they would
prefer the approach of adding more to what they
already have. Given their responses to the rest of
the proposed measures, we are confident that it
is more likely to be the latter—general preference
for adding more guaranteed spaces to the existing
ones. Respondents’ reaction to option B, which
suggested a total relocation from the existing
performance spaces already in use, further
confirms this point.

TABLE 28 Desirability of various zoning approaches
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
desirable

Not very or
not at all
desirable

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. The Government should allow existing
performance hot spots such as the Tsim Sha
Tsui and Central ferry piers to remain in place
but introduce zone-based regulations to
address noise and overcrowding.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. The Government should try to relocate street
performers away from urban streets to parks
and waterfront promenades that are not
close to residents and businesses.

59%

32%

9%

100%

2

No
consensus

c. The Government should designate one or two
large performance zones similar to Dai Dat
Dei in the 1970s, far away from residential
buildings, as long as there are convenient
public transport links. Other activities like
hawker stalls can be included to attract
visitors and the Government can promote it
as a tourist destination.

77%

5%

18%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. The Government should try to spread
performers out across Hong Kong by
designating multiple small performance
spots in each district, for example, outside
major public transport hubs, cultural centres,
pedestrianised shopping streets, or malls.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus
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4.2.3 Spatial occupation guidelines
In Round 1, participants indicated that street
obstruction was not the most important issue to
address. When we asked participants to rate the
importance of minimising obstruction at a list of
locations, they thought spaces “in front of MTR

stations, bus and ferry terminals” and those “near
pedestrian crossings” are the most critical locations
where obstructions should be minimised. Bearing
that in mind, we asked participants in Round 2
to rate how acceptable each proposal for spatial
occupation guidelines was.

TABLE 29 Acceptability of various obstruction guidelines
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly Don’t
unacceptable Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Prohibit street performers from setting up
directly in front of pedestrian crossings for
safety reasons.

82%

9%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Prohibit street performers from setting up
in front of the entrances of public transport
hubs.

77%

9%

14%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Designate spots for a limited number
of performers in front of suitable public
transport hubs where the pavement is wide
enough.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. At designated performance zones, mark
locations for performers by drawing areas
on the ground to make enforcement
simpler.

73%

14%

14%

100%

0

Strong
consensus

e. Keep existing regulation on obstruction
unchanged as there is no need for special
guidelines for street performers.

41%

50%

9%

100%

2

No
consensus

FIGURE 26

Chart of acceptability of various zoning guidelines
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Results find that all but option E were acceptable
to participants. Respondents found option A
the most acceptable measure which “prohibits
street performers from setting up directly in front
of pedestrian crossings”. This is consistent with
participants’ response to the question on critical
locations in Round 1.
Option E, retaining the status quo, is the only one
that did not gain support from most participants,
with 50 per cent finding it unacceptable. Figure
26 furthermore shows that more than half of
those who found the status quo unacceptable
found it “very unacceptable”. This shows that
while stakeholders did not consider pavement
obstruction the highest-priority problem, many of
them did not accept taking no action on it.

4.2.4 Distancing requirements
In Round 1, most participants were supportive
of the suggestion to introduce distancing
requirements in order to avoid each others’ sounds
from clashing. Over 80 per cent of stakeholders
thought it would be helpful and feasible but were
less optimistic about its suitability in Hong Kong
due to space constraints. From the in-depth
interviews with stakeholders in Phase 1, we learnt
that one of the major reasons for complaints from
residents in Mong Kok was the high number of
performance groups concentrating in the former
pedestrianised street, resulting in their competing
to be heard over each other. Stakeholders also
questioned how a distancing requirement could be
implemented and enforced. With these concerns
in mind, stakeholders were asked to review two
specific measures for distancing and rate the
acceptability of each one.

TABLE 30 Acceptability of various distancing requirements
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly
unacceptable

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. In parks or waterfront promenades where
performers are allowed, the Government
draws performance spots on the ground
about 25m apart.

73%

9%

18%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. On city streets, a limit is set for 2 amplified
performers per street block. (1 city block is
about 50-100m long.)

73%

14%

14%

100%

0.5

Strong
consensus

FIGURE 27

Chart of acceptability of various distancing requirements
Distancing guidelines
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Respondents reached strong consensus on both
proposed measures—keeping performers 25m
apart in parks and waterfront promenades (option
A), and allowing two amplified performers or
groups per street block that is around 50-100m
long (option B). Both suggestions received 73
per cent support from participants. Overall,
participants’ views of distancing rules remained
positive through both rounds of the questionnaire,
but providing examples of how they might work
appears to have alleviated their concerns about
their practicality. In fact, no one found option A
very unacceptable, and only one person found
option B very unacceptable.

4.2.5 Time limits
In Round 1, a time limit on the duration of
performances was one of the less popular
proposals as just over half of the stakeholders
said it would be helpful and suitable in Hong
Kong, and over 70 per cent of them thought it
feasible. The main reasons for supporting a time
limit were to prevent some performers from
taking over spaces for long periods, and to reduce
the duration of potential nuisance from each
performer or group. However, many stakeholders
were concerned about its practicality, and several
street performers opposed it as it would seriously
inconvenience them. In Round 2, participants were
asked to rate the acceptability of several specific
proposals for time limits.

TABLE 31 Acceptability of various time limits
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly
unacceptable

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. If time limits are only implemented in
public spaces with a specific management
body such as LCSD-managed parks, where
there are staff to monitor the space?

73%

18%

9%

100%

0

Strong
consensus

b. If at designated performance zones, the
day is divided into multiple time slots so
that it will be clear when performers are
supposed to start and finish?

64%

27%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. If the time limit was longer than 1 hour? (1
hour was suggested in the previous survey.)

50%

32%

18%

100%

1

No
consensus

FIGURE 28

Chart of acceptability of various time limits
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From the results above, we have learnt that
participants had a change of opinion about time
limits, given that option A addresses the issue of
manpower for enforcement, and B provides clarity
to make adherence to the rules more practical. It
also appears that participants are more willing to
accept time limits as an add-on measure to a larger
management scheme (e.g. for parks), rather than a
stand-alone measure itself.
However, when stakeholders were asked how
long the time limit should be, their preferences
varied from 1 hour (23 per cent) to 3 hours (27 per
cent). Some even preferred no time limit at all (23
per cent). This explains why participants did not
reach a consensus on option C, which suggested a
time limit that was longer than 1 hour. For some,
anything longer than 1 hour was not acceptable,
while for others, any time limit was not acceptable.

FIGURE 29

Preferred length of time limit

9%

23%

23%
9%
9%
27%

1 hour
2 hours
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4 hours or more
There should not be any limit
Don’t know

Therefore, while most stakeholders are prepared
to accept a time limit in the context of park
management, there is no agreement on a preferred
duration.
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4.2.6 Combinations of rules for zoning
In Round 2, stakeholders were not just asked to
give views on various policy measures in isolation,
but to consider how they might work together
within the context. Assuming the existence of a
performance zone where multiple performers
may wish to share a limited amount of space,
what measures should be put in place to manage
externalities and to ensure that everyone has a
fair chance to perform? Stakeholders were asked
to review different combinations of three rules: a
decibel limit, a distancing requirement, and a time
limit.
Option A, the least restrictive option, involves
only a decibel limit. The lack of a distancing
requirement means that there is no limit to the
number of performers who can use the zone at
the same time, no time limit means they can stay
for as long as they like. Any pitch sharing would be
entirely voluntary.
Option B is the most restrictive, as it includes all
three rules. As the distancing requirement would
limit the number of performance spaces available,
this raised the question of how that space should
be distributed between performers. The time
limit would require pitch swapping, with spaces
allocated by queuing or by lottery. This would
involve the most active management of street
performance zones.
Options C and D involve the decibel limit
and either the distancing requirement or the
time limit, but not both. Under option C, the
distancing requirement would limit the number of
performance spots, but performers are essentially
left to work out space sharing on their own as they
would be able to claim spaces on a first-come-firstserved basis. Under option D, the time limit would
promote pitch turnover, but there is nothing to
stop performers from crowding together at peak
times (or by choice).

TABLE 32 Acceptability of various rule combinations in street performance zones
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
acceptable

Very or fairly
unacceptable

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Decibel limit, no distancing requirement
or time limit: the zone may become
overcrowded with performers, who can
claim spaces on a first-come-first-served
basis; performers need to keep within
decibel guidelines, but sounds from
different performers may still clash.

32%

55%

14%

100%

1

No
consensus

b. Decibel limit, distancing requirement, and
time limit: the distancing requirement and
decibel limit would prevent sounds from
clashing, but there would be limited spots
available; there is a time limit to promote
turnover of performers; time slots are
allocated by queueing or by drawing lots.

73%

18%

9%

100%

0

Strong
consensus

c. Decibel limit and distancing requirement,
no time limit: the distancing requirement
and decibel limit would prevent sound
clashing, but the limited spots are allocated
on a first-come-first-served basis and
performers would not be required to take
turns.

50%

41%

9%

100%

1

No
consensus

d. Decibel limit and time limit, no distancing
requirement: there would be a decibel limit
but no distancing requirement, so sounds
from different performers may still clash.
A time limit would promote turnover of
performers, but the zone may become
overcrowded at peak times.

50%

41%

9%

100%

1

No
consensus

Participants only reached a strong consensus on
Option B, which was the only option that offered
a close-to-comprehensive solution to the issues
of noise and public space monopolisation. This
shows that when prompted to consider the overall
operation of performance zones, rules that were
not initially viewed so favourably, such as time
limits, seemed preferable to not having them
in place. Of the four people who found option

B unacceptable, two were street performers,
one was a District Council member, and the
fourth was from the business sector. The other
performers found it acceptable. This appears to
indicate that if such a system were implemented
in street performance hot spots, performers may
not necessarily react by moving en masse to a
less regulated location, provided that the spot
remained an attractive place to reach audiences.
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FIGURE 30		 Chart of acceptability of various rule combinations in
street performance zones
Q14: Combination of rules
Very unacceptable
Don’t know

Very acceptable
Fairly acceptable
Fairly unacceptable
a) Decibel limit, no distancing requirement or time limit: the
zone may become overcrowded with performers, who can
claim spaces on a first-come-first-served basis; performers need
to keep within decibel guidelines, but sounds from different
performers may still clash

2

b) Decibel limit, distancing requirement, and time limit: the
distancing requirement and decibel limit would prevent sounds
from clashing, but there would be limited spots available; there
is a time limit to promote turnover of performers; time slots are
allocated by queueing or by drawing lots

2

c) Decibel limit and distancing requirement, no time limit: the
distancing requirement and decibel limit would prevent sound
clashing, but the limited spots are allocated on a first-come-firstserved basis and performers would not be required to take turns

2
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d) Decibel limit and time limit, no distancing requirement: there
would be a decibel limit but no distancing requirement, so sounds
from different performers may still clash. A time limit would
promote turnover of performers, but the zone may become
overcrowded at peak times

9

2
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4.2.7 Main takeaways—zoning approach
● Stakeholders showed a preference for
more comprehensive rules under a zoning
system. They would be more willing to
accept a combination of rules at designated
performance zones in order to mitigate noise
nuisance and promote pitch turnover.
● Due to general concerns about the lack
of usable spaces remaining, participants
preferred to see new rules and regulations
applied to the existing performance spaces,
rather than being relocated altogether to just
parks and waterfront promenades.
● Participants maintained their support for
spatial occupation guidelines and distancing
requirements, but they had a change of
views on the implementation of time limits.
Participants would accept a time limit as
long as there is a body accountable for its
enforcement and that it is used as a part of a
comprehensive management system.
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Voluntary agreements

4.3.1 Non-profit partnerships
In Round 1, participants were asked to rate their
support for partnerships between Government
and non-profit organisations to manage
street performance areas. Over 70 per cent of
participants thought this would be helpful and
feasible, but only 50 per cent recommended it as
suitable for Hong Kong. In general, stakeholders
showed limited confidence in the effectiveness
of voluntary agreements as a means of managing
street performance. In Round 2, a list of reasons for
and against non-profit partnerships was compiled
from the stakeholders’ open-ended comments,
shown below. Stakeholders were asked to rate the
validity of each statement.

TABLE 33 Validity of statements about non-profit partnerships
Statements/ % breakdown

Definitely
or probably
valid

Definitely
or probably
invalid

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Allowing non-profits to manage designated
street performance zones is a bottomup approach that would promote a
more vibrant environment by avoiding
overmanagement by the Government.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. There are too few non-profits in Hong
Kong that have the interest or capability to
partner with the Government to manage
street performance zones.

64%

23%

14%

100%

0.5

Strong
consensus

c. Allowing non-profits to manage street
performance zones would reduce the
influence of profit-seekers and triads in
public spaces.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. Non-profits would be able to use their
professional knowledge and networks to
recruit suitable performers for public spaces.

68%

23%

18%

100%

1.25

Weak
consensus

e. It would be difficult for non-profits
to manage street performance zones
effectively as they lack legal enforcement
power, and the Police would still be needed
to handle disputes.

77%

18%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

f. Non-profits would make street performance
less inclusive by giving performance spaces
to people in their own networks and ignoring
the needs of other performers.

59%

27%

14%

100%

1

No
consensus

In the list of reasons above, statements A, C and
D give positive aspects of non-profits partnering
with the Government. Option F states a drawback,
while options B and E suggest limiting factors
for the effectiveness of such an approach. Out
of all the statements listed, participants reached
strong consensus on options A, B, C, and E, weak
consensus on option D and no consensus on option
F. That means that while stakeholders were aware
of the benefits of the partnership approach, they

remained concerned about the limiting factors
that would jeopardise its effectiveness. Addressing
these limiting factors would strengthen support
for this approach. However, it should be noted
that while stakeholders did not reach consensus
on statement F, a majority of them (59 per cent)
still agreed there was a risk that non-profit
partnerships would diminish the inclusiveness of
street performance. This concern should therefore
be addressed through policy design and the
structuring of any future agreements.
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FIGURE 31

Chart of validity of statements about non-profit partnerships
Q15: Statements about non-profit partnerships
Definitely invalid
Don’t know

Definitely valid
Probably valid
Probably invalid
a) Allowing non-profits to manage designated street performance
zones is a bottom-up approach that would promote a more
vibrant environment by avoiding overmanagement by the
Government

2

b) There are too few non-profits in Hong Kong that have the
interest or capability to partner with the Government to manage
street performance zones

6
8

d) Non-profits would be able to use their professional knowledge
and networks to recruit suitable performers for public spaces

7

6

e) It would be difficult for non-profits to manage street
performance zones effectively as they lack legal enforcement
power, and the Police would still be needed to handle disputes

9

0

25

4.3.2 Code of conduct
In comparison to the partnership approach,
stakeholders showed much less confidence in the
voluntary code of conduct. Just over half of the
stakeholders thought it would be helpful, but only
42 per cent thought it would be suitable for Hong
Kong. One of the main reasons was the lack of
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c) Allowing non-profits to manage street performance zones
would reduce the influence of profit-seekers and triads in public
spaces

f) Non-profits would make street performance less inclusive by
giving performance spaces to people in their own networks and
ignoring the needs of other performers
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confidence in performers’ ability to self-regulate,
which stakeholders expressed during preliminary
interviews and in Round 1 of the questionnaire. In
Round 2, stakeholders were asked to review a list
of statements about codes of conduct and to rate
their validity.

TABLE 34 Validity of statements about code of conduct
Statements/ % breakdown

Definitely
or probably
valid

Definitely
or probably
invalid

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. A code of conduct would be ineffective
because since it is voluntary, many
performers would ignore it.

82%

9%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. A code of conduct would be too vague and
broad to be useful as guidelines for resolving
conflicts between stakeholders.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. A code of conduct would be useful in
changing behaviour by educating both
performers and residents about street
performance etiquette.

73%

14%

14%

100%

0.5

Strong
consensus

d. A code of conduct would be relatively easy
for the Government to implement as it does
not require any new laws or new bodies of
Government to be created.

68%

23%

9%

100%

0.25

Strong
consensus
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Statements A and B were negative aspects of
codes of conduct, while options C and D were
positive ones. Respondents reached a consensus
on all statements, with statement A receiving the
highest degree of agreement at 82 per cent. Similar
to their responses to the partnership approach,
enforceability was a major concern. Nevertheless,
respondents still agreed with the validity of C and
D, meaning that participants acknowledged the
value of codes of conduct despite their limited
enforceability. Among performers, all but one
agreed that C and D were “definitely/ probably

FIGURE 32

valid”. The rest of the participants who found them
invalid were from the Government or business
sectors.
Overall, the Round 2 results indicate a more
positive attitude towards codes of conduct being
a useful educational tool to improve overall
street performance culture. It is also clear that
stakeholders would be more willing to accept
this approach as long as it is introduced as a
supplement to other, more enforceable policies
rather than relying on it alone.

Chart of validity of statements about code of conduct
Q16: Statements about code of conduct
Definitely invalid
Don’t know

Definitely valid
Probably valid
Probably invalid
a) A code of conduct would be ineffective because since it is
voluntary, many performers would ignore it

7

b) A code of conduct would be too vague and broad to be useful
as guidelines for resolving conflicts between stakeholders

7

c) A code of conduct would be useful in changing behaviour
by educating both performers and residents about street
performance etiquette

11
9

d) A code of conduct would be relatively easy for the
Government to implement as it does not require any new laws
or new bodies of Government to be created
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8
4.3.4 Main takeaways—voluntary approach
4.3.3 Implementation of voluntary measures
● Although participants held positive opinions
Stakeholders were then presented with a list of
about the partnership approach, two main
voluntary policy measures and asked to what
limiting conditions would jeopardise its
extent they thought the Government should
implementation in Hong Kong. One condition
try to implement them. This was a test of how
is the lack of sufficient civil society groups with
worthwhile stakeholders thought it would be to
the capacity to partner with the Government.
pursue a voluntary approach given their misgivings
The other is the lack of enforcement power for
about its effectiveness. It was expected that some
these groups.
ideas would receive more support than others, and
that the more ideas that were supported, the more
● Upon further probing, stakeholders became
they favoured the voluntary approach overall.
willing to reconsider the use of a code of
conduct as an educational tool and within the
context of a broader regulatory scheme.
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TABLE 35 Government actions on voluntary measures
Statements/ % breakdown

Definitely
or probably
should

Definitely
or probably
should not

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Establish a programme for a non-profit arts
organisation to partner with developers to
arrange for street performers to perform in
privately managed public open spaces.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. As a pilot project, set up non-profit
partnerships to manage street performers
on one or two streets.

82%

9%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Combine a code of conduct with non-profit
management of street performance hot
spots.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. Create a code of conduct as a first step
to promote better self-regulation among
street performers, and promise to introduce
formal regulations later if this does not lead
to improvement.

73%

18%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

e. In addition to formal regulations to handle
problems like excessive noise, promote a
code of conduct to educate performers and
the public about performance etiquette,
crowd management techniques, and space
sharing.

86%

9%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

FIGURE 33

Chart of government actions on voluntary measures
Q17: Government actions on voluntary measures
Definitely should not
Don’t know

Definitely should
Probably should
Probably should not
a) Establish a programme for a non-profit arts organisation to
partner with developers to arrange for street performers to
perform in privately managed public open spaces

8

4
9

9

b) As a pilot project, set up non-profit partnerships to manage
street performers on one or two streets
c) Combine a code of conduct with non-profit management of
street performance hot spots

6

d) Create a code of conduct as a first step to promote better selfregulation among street performers, and promise to introduce
formal regulations later if this does not lead to improvement

11
8

e) In addition to formal regulations to handle problems like
excessive noise, promote a code of conduct to educate
performers and the public about performance etiquette, crowd
management techniques, and space sharing
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4.4
		

Support measures for
local artists

In Round 1, participants gave seemingly
contradictory responses on questions to do with
cultural policy. For example, all the stakeholders
thought poor quality performances were an
important problem, but did not think that
“providing support and training for performers to
improve their skills” was a high priority. Yet, when

we asked participants to choose the top three
most important policy objectives, 76 per cent of
participants chose “support local artists” as one of
their three choices. Round 2 therefore delved more
deeply into what type of measures stakeholders
felt were needed to support local artists.
Participants were asked how useful it would be
to adopt a range of suggested measures. Eight
measures were proposed covering partnerships,
collaborations, direct financial support, and
information distribution.

TABLE 36 Support measures for local artists
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
probably
useful

Slightly or
not useful

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Feature street performers on an official
website and in tourism promotion materials.

77%

18%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Create a “one-stop shop” website for street
performance in Hong Kong to provide
information on rules, application processes,
and designated performance locations.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Create a platform to link street performers
up with private venue managers such as
shopping malls.

68%

27%

5%

100%

2

Weak
consensus

d. Work with performing arts schools or arts
non-profits to organise training workshops
for beginner street performers.

77%

14%

9%

100%

0.25

Strong
consensus

e. Organise and promote street performance
competitions and festivals.

77%

14%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

f. Provide more funding support to arts
organisations.

77%

18%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

g. Create an official definition of street
performance to differentiate street
performers from illegal hawkers or beggars.

77%

18%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

h. Create a bureau of culture in Hong Kong to
make cultural policy.

59%

32%

9%

100%

1.25

No
consensus

Out of all suggestions, options C and H were the
only two on which participants did not reach a
strong consensus. Amongst the participants who
did not find C useful, which suggested creating
a platform to link performers and private venue
managers, 6 were from business and government
sectors (except for 1 performer). Likewise, the 7

participants who did not find H useful were not
performers but came from business, the nonprofit sector, and government. This may reflect
a reluctance to implement these measures, thus
limiting the scope of support for artists that can be
expected to go forward.
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Option D, which suggests creating training
workshops for beginner street performers, was
received more positively than the idea that
performers needed more training presented in
the Round 1 questionnaire, probably because
of the different framing. Whereas in Round 1,
training was presented as a solution to poor
quality performance, in this case it was presented
as a form of support for performers. Overall, the
stakeholders were open to a wide range of support
for artists.

The suggestions that received a strong consensus
were all deemed “very” or “somewhat” useful by
77 per cent of the participants, although “creating
an official definition of street performance”
received the strongest support as fully 50 per
cent said it was “very useful” (see Figure 34). This
reflects concerns about the vagueness of the
existing regulatory framework, which tolerates
but does not endorse street performance, which
is then frequently conflated with illegal hawking or
begging.

FIGURE 34

Chart of support measures for local artists
Q18: Usefulness of measures to support artists
Not useful
Don’t know

Very useful
Fairly useful
Slightly useful
a) Feature street performers on an official website and in
tourism promotion materials
b) Create a “one-stop shop” website for street performance
in Hong Kong to provide information on rules, application
processes, and designated performance locations

9

5
7

e) Organise and promote street performance
competitions and festivals

g) Create an official definition of street performance to
differentiate street performers from illegal hawkers or beggars
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h) Create a Bureau of Culture in Hong Kong to
make cultural policy
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4.5

Policy features

TABLE 37 Importance of various policy features
Statements/ % breakdown

Very or
fairly
important

Slightly
or not
important

Don’t
Know

Total

IQR

Consensus

a. Can be implemented without the
Government having to pass any new
legislation.

68%

18%

14%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

b. Simple rules that require relatively little
manpower to enforce.

95%

0

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

c. Based on measurable standards and avoids
judgements about subjective matters such
as quality.

86%

9%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

d. Based on legally enforceable rules.

86%

5%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

e. Based on co-operation with civil society
groups and the arts sector.

86%

5%

9%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

f. Consults with street performers periodically
to make adjustments based on their needs.

91%

5%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

g. Consults with district councils periodically
to make sure local communities are satisfied
with the arrangements.

91%

5%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

h. Protects residents from noise and nuisance
even if this introduces more restrictions on
street performance.

86%

9%

5%

100%

1

Strong
consensus

Allows casual performers to use public
spaces for self-entertainment and social
activity without a complicated application
process.

73%

14%

14%

100%

0.5

Strong
consensus

Promotes urban vibrancy even if this means
tolerating some complaints about nuisance.

68%

23%

9%

100%

1.25

Weak
consensus

i.

j.

To get a better sense of stakeholders’ priorities in
policy design and implementation, stakeholders
were presented with a list of 10 policy features
based on comments from the preliminary
interviews and the Round 1 Delphi survey, and
asked to rate the importance of each one.
In Round 1, when participants were asked to
choose their top three policy objectives, besides
“supporting local artists”, the second and third
most popular choices were “promoting a vibrant
urban environment” and “reducing the level of
nuisance”. However, in this round, participants
were asked explicitly to weigh the trade-offs
between nuisance reduction even at the expense

of street performers’ freedom (option H), and
promoting vibrancy even if this means tolerating
some nuisance (option J). The result was that
the order of priority was reversed, with option J
being deemed “very” or “somewhat” important
by 68 per cent of participants, compared to 86
per cent for option H. In other words, while
vibrancy remains an important aspiration, fewer
stakeholders were willing to tolerate nuisance for
its sake.
The most popular policy feature was option
B, “simple rules that require relatively little
manpower to enforce”. More than half of the
participants considered this “very important”.
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This is consistent with government and business
stakeholders’ previous comments about
manpower requirements, enforceability, and clear
delegation of responsibility.

that the policies are responsive, locally relevant and
technically feasible on the ground.

However, option C, “based on measurable
standards and avoids judgements about subjective
matters such as quality” was also deemed
Options F and G also received significant support
important by the vast majority of participants (86
from participants, both at 91 per cent, with only 5
per cent) despite this contradicting their previous
per cent of the participants saying that they were
important features. Both options F and G promote support for audition schemes and their lack of
enthusiasm for the suggestion, “The Government
greater engagement and consultation between
policy makers and the communities affected by the does not implement any audition scheme and
focuses on addressing measurable problems such
policies.
as noise and obstruction,” (45 per cent deemed this
Support for option E, which promotes co-operation acceptable—see Section 4.1.2). This suggests that
views on auditions remain malleable, depending
with civil society groups and the arts sector,
on how the issue is presented. While most of the
reached 86 per cent. This also promotes stronger
stakeholders would be willing to accept an audition
communication but more importantly, this is a
scheme (especially if run by non-profits), this final
strong indication of support for the partnership
question indicates that they may also be satisfied
approach. It is important for the Government to
engage with multiple stakeholders not only during by policies that do not include quality controls
if they are successful in addressing noise and
the policy formulation stage, but continuously
nuisance.
throughout the implementation cycle to ensure

FIGURE 35

Chart of importance of various policy features
Q19: Important policy features
Unimportant
Don’t know

Very important
Somewhat important
Slightly important
a) Can be implemented without the Government
having to pass any new legislation
b) Simple rules that require relatively
little manpower to enforce
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Conclusion and
recommendations
5.1
		

Policy rationale and supported
measures

Based on stakeholders’ choice of the top three
most important policy objectives (Section 3.1.1),
and their respective positions along the regulation
spectrum (restrictive vs. permissive) and culture
spectrum (professionalised vs. informal) (Section
2.1), we found that stakeholders’ preferences
lean towards policy objectives that are relatively
permissive, professionalised and restrictive. (Being
permissive and restrictive may seem contradictory
but they manifest differently in policy measures.)
To summarise, stakeholders indicated that they
would like to see a policy package that does the
following:
1. Introduces a management system that
utilises professional knowledge and services
to cultivate a street performance culture,
wherein…
2. Moderately restrictive and clearly
articulated rules equipped with objective
references are introduced to tackle issues such
as noise and obstruction, without…

Stakeholders’ preferences for measures that
address nuisance issues (e.g. noise and obstruction)
are reflected consistently by their responses
to both questionnaires. Therefore, policy
recommendations must focus on addressing
relatively objective problems to bring about
an overall reduction in the nuisance that has
caused many complaints. As noted in Section
4.5, 86 per cent agreed that it was important to
“protect residents from noise and nuisance even
if this introduces more restrictions on street
performance” (Table 36). Even all but one street
performer agreed, showing that most were willing
to accept some level of restriction to reduce
the negative impact of street performance on
residents and other stakeholders. This would help
improve the relationship between performers and
other stakeholders.
Most stakeholders are willing to accept restrictions
with the following qualities: they are context
sensitive, simple and easy to follow/enforce; are
based on objective measurable standards; and are
legally enforceable.

In terms of policy measures, most of the
stakeholders showed consistent and growing
3. Compromising the fundamental needs of street support for the following rules:
performers for accessible time and space and a
● Decibel limits
certain level of spontaneity.
● Amplifier restrictions
● Distancing requirements
The measures on which stakeholders reached
● Spatial occupation guidelines
positive consensus also fit into the abovementioned rationale.

These are compatible with the licensing, zoning
and non-profit partnership strategies, as shown in
Table 3, Section 2.4.
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Decibel limits and amplifier restrictions are two
measures that directly tackle noise issues at
their source. Between Round 1 and Round 2,
stakeholders became more supportive of certain
amplifier restrictions, and most preferred a
combination of both measures applied in a contextdependent manner. Stakeholders, including street
performers, accepted some level of restriction but
wanted the rules to be flexible and suited to the
time and place. Hence, most favoured a variable
decibel limit suited to the area’s background noise
level, amplifier restrictions that protected residents
after 9 p.m. and set aside areas of quiet within
public open spaces.
Stakeholders were also concerned about the
practicality and enforceability of the proposed
measures. While in Round 1, a large majority
of stakeholders saw the benefit of distancing
requirements, many were sceptical of their
suitability for Hong Kong until presented with
concrete examples in Round 2 which enabled them
to envision how they could be implemented in real
life.
Stakeholders also initially had concerns about the
practicality of spatial occupation guidelines for
street performers given Hong Kong’s urban density
and space constraints. However, Round 2 found
that most stakeholders still found it unacceptable
to retain the status quo and managed to agree on
a number of basic guidelines to protect pedestrian
safety at key locations as well as to carve out
some authorised performance spaces outside the
entrances to public transport hubs.
In terms of management strategies, most
stakeholders found the licensing, zoning and
non-profit partnerships strategies acceptable.
In particular, they showed consistent support
for the zoning approach, which is less formal (on
the four-point compass in Figure 3) compared
to other strategies. However, stakeholders also
thought it was important for policies to be “based
on co-operation with civil society groups and the
arts sector” (see Section 4.5), agreed that nonprofits would provide a more bottom-up approach
(see Section 4.3), and found it acceptable for
non-profits to run an audition system (section
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4.1.2). This creates an opportunity for nonprofit organisations to take the management of
performance zones in a more professionalised
direction, exercising some quality control and
promoting a greater diversity of acts. However,
stakeholders’ concerns about the capacity of nonprofit organisations to fulfil such a role first need to
be addressed.

5.2
		

Measures with qualified
support

A few of the proposed measures received qualified
support from the stakeholders. While they initially
had doubts about the helpfulness or suitability of
these measures, Round 2 saw some positive shifts
in attitude or clarified the circumstances under
which stakeholders would find them acceptable.
These measures included:
● Auditions
● Time limits
● Voluntary code of conduct
These measures were either not seen as sufficiently
effective on their own (voluntary agreements), or
elicited divided opinions (time limits and auditions).
However, stakeholders demonstrated a level of
flexibility in accepting them as viable measures in
certain situations or as supplementary to other
policies that were considered more productive and
fruitful.
In Round 1, stakeholders showed contradictory
views on auditions—they said that it was important
to address performance quality, but a large
majority agreed with statements about both the
benefits and drawbacks of auditions. Round 2
clarified these views to some extent, showing
that about half the stakeholders rejected licensing
options that did not include auditions, but that
a majority were willing to accept auditions that
were limited to performance hot spots, or which
were administered by non-profit arts groups
instead of the Government. Geographic specificity
allows street performers the leeway to choose
whether to audition, while non-profit management
appears to boost stakeholders’ confidence in the

artistic expertise and impartiality of the audition
process. These options also meet the demands of
those who wish to see poor quality performances
filtered out, at least in high-profile locations.
If implemented with these conditions, while
there would still be a vocal minority opposed, an
audition scheme would be accepted by most of
the stakeholders, including performers. However,
should these conditions fail to be met, the balance
of opinion would likely shift against the audition
scheme.

limit at all. A compromise of two hours might be
adopted, but would fail to satisfy stakeholders.
It is therefore suggested that time limits only be
adopted at actively managed street performance
hot spots with limited space and high demand.
Finally, the voluntary code of conduct received the
lowest support of all the strategies in Round 1 as
many stakeholders believed it would be ineffective.
In Round 2, stakeholders were asked if they would
be willing to consider it as a supplementary or
a transitional measure, instead of a stand-alone
policy. When presented this way, stakeholders
considered it potentially useful as an educational
tool worth trying (see Section 4.3.3).

Another policy measure that received conditional
support was a time limit on the duration of
individual performances. This was initially
proposed as a means of preventing a small number
of performers from monopolising performance
5.3 Measures with unresolvable
spaces. Although stakeholders thought it would
		 disagreements
be fairly feasible to implement and enforce a time
limit in Round 1, it was not considered helpful or
Of all the measures put forward, restrictions on
suitable in Hong Kong (see Section 3.2.2).
monetary donations was the only one where
stakeholders consistently remained divided. This
Round 2 found that stakeholders became less
idea was originally proposed on the grounds that
negative about time limits when concerns about
it would discourage antisocial behaviour and
practicality were addressed by placing it into
distinguish street performance from illegal hawking
a context where there would be a clear body
or begging.
responsible for enforcement, and simpler rules (i.e.
time slots with fixed start and end times).
In Round 1, it was the only measure where
Stakeholders were also more willing to accept the
time limit when presented in a setting where this
rule would interact with other measures instead of
in isolation, and where site constraints would be
at play. When asked to choose between different
permutations of rules including decibel limits, time
limits, and distancing requirements at designated
performance zones, the only option that received
a strong consensus was the most restrictive one,
involving all three rules. In this context, the time
limit was viewed as a means of more equitably
sharing a limited amount of performance space.
The alternatives—tolerating venue overcrowding,
or allowing performers who arrive first to
monopolise the space—were less attractive in
comparison.
However, stakeholders still failed to come to any
agreement about the preferred duration of the
time limit, with about a quarter of the participants
each choosing one hour, three hours, or no time

stakeholders reached no consensus on any
dimension of helpfulness or feasibility. Nor did
it receive majority support for its suitability for
Hong Kong despite the fact that the suggestion
arose out of stakeholder comments. While some
stakeholders did believe that money motivated
street performers to behave more poorly, many
thought that banning donations would end up
causing more disputes and be impossible to
enforce, in addition to threatening the livelihood
of some performers. In Round 2, stakeholders
further failed to reach a strong consensus on either
of the more moderate proposed regulations. In
the end, stakeholders continued to disagree about
the legitimate scope of street performance, with
some believing that genuine art should not be for
money, and others believing street performance to
be a legitimate full-time occupation. However, they
did agree that the antisocial behaviour that some
believed to be exacerbated by money could be
more effectively addressed through other means.
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TABLE 38 Summary of proposals with consensus in favour
Round Strategy/Rule

Proposal

% 1st or 2nd
choice, ranking
question

1

Strategy:
Licensing

A licensing system where street performers are only assessed on
safety and their likelihood of causing noise and nuisance at proposed
performance locations.

67%

1

Strategy:
Zoning

Performers are allowed to perform anywhere in the city but there
are stricter rules at popular performance areas and in noise-sensitive
locations.

92%

Street performers must use designated performance spaces.

67%

Round Strategy/Rule

2

Licensing

Proposal

% acceptance

The Government sets up a licensing scheme where auditions are only
required for prime locations in high-footfall areas. Approved performers
gain priority access to these locations. Other locations do not require an
audition to get a licence.

64%

Auditions are required for all performers, but the judging panel is chosen
by arts organisations instead of by the Government.

77%

2

Decibel limits

It should vary depending on the location because a busy street needs a
higher decibel limit than a park.

64%

2

Amplifier
restrictions

Do not allow the use of amplifiers near residential buildings or hotels
after 9 p.m.

77%

Within public parks or waterfront promenades, only allow amplifiers at
designated locations so that other public space users can enjoy quiet
areas.

86%

Should cover all amplifiers (not just performers).

64%

The Government should allow existing performance hot spots such as
the Tsim Sha Tsui and Central ferry piers to remain in place but introduce
zone-based regulations to address noise and overcrowding.

73%

The Government should designate one or two large performance zones
similar to Dai Dat Dei in the 1970s, far away from urban streets to
parks and waterfront promenades that are not close to residents and
businesses.

77%

The Government should try to spread performers out across Hong
Kong by designating multiple small performance spots in each district
for example outside major public transport hubs, cultural centres,
pedestrianised shopping streets, or malls.

73%

Decibel limit, distancing requirement, and time limit within managed
performance zones. The distancing requirement and decibel limit would
prevent sounds from clashing, but there would be limited spots available.
There is a time limit to promote turnover of performers. Time slots are
allocated by queuing or by drawing lots.

73%

2

2

2
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Zoning

Space occupation Prohibit street performers from setting up directly in front of pedestrian
guidelines
crossings for safety reasons.

Distancing
requirements

82%

Prohibit street performers from setting up in front of the entrances of
public transport hubs.

77%

Designate spots for a limited number of performers in front of suitable
public transport hubs where the pavement is wide enough.

77%

At designated performance zones, mark locations for performers by
drawing areas on the ground to make enforcement simpler.

73%

In parks or waterfront promenades where performers are allowed, the
Government draws performance spots on the ground about 25m apart.

73%

On city streets, a limit is set for 2 amplified performers per street block.
(1 city block is about 50-100m long).

73%

Round Strategy/Rule

2

2

2

5.4
		
		

Time limit

Voluntary
programmes

Support for local
artists

Proposal

% acceptance

Only implement time limits in public spaces with a specific management
body such as LCSD-managed parks, where there are staff to monitor the
space.

73%

At designated performance zones, the day is divided into multiple time
slots so that it will be clear when performers are supposed to start and
finish.

64%

Establish a programme for a non-profit arts organisation to partner
with developers to arrange for street performers to perform in privately
managed public open spaces.

73%

As a pilot project, set up non-profit partnerships to manage street
performers on one or two streets.

82%

Combine a code of conduct with non-profit management of street
performance hot spots.

77%

Create a code of conduct as a first step to promote better self-regulation
among street performers, and promise to introduce formal regulations
later if this does not lead to improvement.

73%

In addition to formal regulations to handle problems like excessive noise,
promote a code of conduct to educate performers and the public about
performance etiquette, crowd management techniques, and space
sharing.

86%

Feature street performers on an official website and in tourism
promotion materials.

77%

Create a “one-stop shop” website for street performance in Hong Kong
to provide information on rules, application processes, and designated
performance locations.

77%

Create a platform to link street performers up with private venue
managers such as shopping malls.

68%

Work with performing arts schools or arts non-profits to organise training
workshops for beginner street performers.

77%

Organise and promote street performance competitions and festivals.

77%

Provide more funding support to arts organisations.

77%

Create an official definition of street performance to differentiate street
performers from illegal hawkers or beggars.

77%

Implementing the
recommendations: short-term
measures and quick fixes

Having summarised the recommendations which
have received consensus support from a large
majority of stakeholders, the discussion will
now turn to the timing and mechanisms for the
implementation of said measures. This subsection
focuses on “quick fix” policy measures which
can be implemented without major changes to
legislation or to the Government’s administrative
structures. However, they will require adequate
support, co-ordination and resources. This

subsection also prioritises the more urgent
problems. Addressing these quickly and in a
targeted way will hopefully create the space and
momentum to introduce more holistic measures.
5.4.1 Noise control measures
According to stakeholders, noise was one of the
most significant sources of complaint, but it is
also one of the more straightforward problems
to address. While doing so would involve some
amendments to the Noise Control Ordinance,
these would be minor and could be implemented
within a relatively short time frame.
There is broad support among different
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stakeholder groups for decibel limits as these
would provide objective guidance to street
performers and law enforcement officers. It is
therefore recommended that Hong Kong adopt a
decibel level for street performers.
As most of the stakeholders involved preferred
a context-sensitive approach, the Environmental
Protection Department’s (EPD's) current Noise
Control Guidelines for Music, Singing and
Instrument Performing Activities18 provides some
useful reference. These guidelines recommend
that the decibel level should not be more than
10dB(A) above the prevailing background noise
level measured at 1 metre from the exterior wall
of the nearest noise-sensitive building. Given
that building occupants are not the only sensitive
receivers in a street performance context, this can
be modified to a certain distance from the noise
source. For example, the current WKCD guideline
for street performers specifies that sound should
not exceed 85dB(A) measured at 2 metres from
the source.19 This was also the guideline used by
District Councillor Yu Tak-po in his 2018 busking
management experiment in Mong Kok.20 Technical
experts should be consulted for further guidance.
District councils could also advise on locally
acceptable noise guidelines, which the Police could
then refer to when conducting enforcement.
To implement decibel guidelines, the Government
will need to make a minor amendment to the
Noise Control Ordinance (Cap.400). Sections 9
and 10 of the Noise Control Ordinance allow the
Secretary for the Environment to issue technical
memoranda for noise from construction sites,
and places other than domestic premises, public
places or construction sites. As street performance
is an activity in public places, it cannot be covered
by technical memoranda. Therefore, a small
change to the wording of Section 10 carving out
an exemption for street performance activities
will enable the EPD to issue guidelines, to which
law enforcement officers could then make
reference. The Police would remain responsible
for enforcement against noise violations, but
would make reference to the EPD guidelines
when gathering evidence, and would need to be
equipped with decibel meters.
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However, for venues run by the LCSD, there is
no need to wait for a legislative amendment to
the Noise Control Ordinance. The LCSD could
set its own decibel guidelines under the recently
amended Pleasure Grounds Regulation (Cap.
132BC), which allows LCSD to post rules governing
performance activities on their premises (see
below for discussion of LCSD-managed premises).
Regarding restrictions on the use of amplification,
stakeholders generally agreed that amplifiers
should be limited to certain areas in parks and
public open spaces, and that they should not
be used near residential buildings after 9 p.m.
As noted above, the LCSD has the leeway to
implement the former suggestion at its discretion.
However, implementing the latter would require
some amendment to Sections 4 and 5 of the
Noise Control Ordinance, which govern noise from
domestic premises and public places “which is
a source of annoyance to any person” between
the hours of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. and on general
holidays, and at any time, respectively. While
Section 5 already makes it illegal to “[use] any loudspeaker, megaphone, or other device or instrument
for magnifying sound” to the annoyance of any
person at any time of day, in practice, enforcement
focuses more heavily on noise complaints after
11 p.m. A clause may be added specifying that
amplification devices may not be used in public
places “to the annoyance of any person” within a
certain distance of any domestic premises after 9
p.m.
5.4.2 Voluntary measures
Non-profit partnerships
In the short term, the Government could
implement a non-profit partnership pilot project,
where a non-profit would be given responsibility
for managing, scheduling, and recruiting/
auditioning performers within a defined public
space. This is similar to the management model of
Covent Garden in London.
Doing so in conjunction with new decibel and
amplifier regulations would be beneficial because
even though non-profits cannot enforce the law,
having new noise control guidelines in place would
better equip law enforcement officers to provide
support.

The space outside Star Ferry in Tsim Sha Tsui would
be an ideal location for this experiment as it is a
high-traffic area that is not under the management
of LCSD. To help alleviate concerns that non-profits
would act in a cliquish manner, the group should
be required to run an open recruitment process,
and its performance should be reviewed after 3-6
months.
The TPPE license mechanism could be used to
authorise a non-profit organisation to manage
the designated location as an event space on
a temporary basis, without the need for any
additional legislation. To implement this, the
Government needs to support and streamline
the TPPE approval process through co-ordination
with the FEHD and other relevant government
departments such as the Fire Services Department
and the TD. The Government should also provide
support for the project’s publicity and outreach
in order to inform the public about the project
and to facilitate participation. Programme staff
and volunteers on the ground would also need
co-ordination and assistance from the relevant
district’s law enforcement officers in the HKPF and
FEHD.
If successful, the programme could be expanded
to more locations. District councils, working
together with district offices of the Home Affairs
Department, should advise on potential locations
and co-ordinate with law enforcement agencies
to provide on-the-ground support. This would
be one way to create street performance zones
without having to pass new legislation. As this is
a non-restrictive form of zoning, it would focus
on high-footfall locations and would need to
be managed in a way that is still attractive to
performers despite the rules. It would not be
suitable or effective as a method of relocating
street performers to more remote or less desirable
locations. However, if successful in managing street
performance hot spots, it may provide a channel
to obtain community and district council support
for pedestrian zone expansion. Having a variety of
non-profits managing different areas would allow
for more diversity and responsiveness to local
preferences.

Code of conduct
A voluntary code of conduct could also be
introduced in the short term. However, as noted
above, it is unlikely to succeed without supporting
measures. It should at minimum be implemented
in conjunction with new decibel guidelines and
amplifier regulations. Moreover, as discussed in the
“Managing Vibrant Streets 2: Street Performance
Policy in Hong Kong (Interim Report)”,21 successful
codes of conduct cannot be unilaterally imposed
from above, but need to be developed through
consultation with local stakeholders including
street performers themselves. This is needed to
ensure that the rules are seen as reasonable by all
major stakeholders and to secure community buyin. Only then would it be useful as an educational
and norm-formation tool. The Government also
must support its rollout with public education and
publicity campaigns.
5.4.3 LCSD-managed venues
As noted above, parks and other venues managed
by the LCSD have the greatest degree of flexibility
in introducing street performance management
measures without the need for new legislation or
amendment of existing legislation. These measures
can therefore be introduced quickly and refined
incrementally.
In July 2020, the Pleasure Grounds Regulation (Cap
132BC) was amended to ban musical performers
from taking monetary rewards on their premises
without written permission from the Director of
the LCSD and to enable the LCSD to post any rules
or requirements pertaining to musical activities.22
Since these regulatory changes have been adopted,
the LCSD has posted notices in areas such as the
Central waterfront warning that taking monetary
rewards or conducting musical activities “to the
annoyance of any other person” is punishable by
a $10,000 fine. However, this has pushed street
performers into an evasive relationship with LCSD
staff and encouraged performers to relocate
to public pavements just outside of the LCSD’s
jurisdiction.
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There is an opportunity for the LCSD to manage
street performance activities much more
holistically so that street performers are facilitated
in using the waterfront area in a reasonable
manner. Accommodating performers in public
open space can spread out performers and relieve
their impact on built-up areas with residential
buildings.

scheme ineffective. Designated performance zones
need to be actively monitored with at least one or
two staff members on site during active hours. The
staff need to be trained and supported to enforce
the rules, but also to conduct outreach, education,
and to de-escalate and mediate disputes before
they get to the point where formal penalties are
needed.

There is a need for a significantly larger-scale and
more streamlined version of Sha Tin Town Hall’s
Open Stage Scheme. The LCSD could implement
most of the measures suggested above in Section
5.1, including designating pitches 25-30m from one
another, implementing decibel limits, designating
areas for amplifier use and quiet zones, and
implementing a queuing or lottery system to
enforce pitch swapping. To give performers an
incentive to participate in this system instead
of simply moving to a less regulated area, there
also needs to be an application system in place
for performers to obtain permission to receive
donations while using the designated pitches.
This permit would serve as a strong incentive for
performers to abide by noise control and other
rules.

In the medium to longer term, LCSD could set aside
additional parks and public spaces to designate
and manage for the use of street performers.
Areas of future waterfront promenade, especially
in commercial areas with few residential buildings
or hotels nearby, could be turned into a street
performance weekend attraction similar to the Dai
Dat Dei of the 1970s. While low pedestrian flow
has hampered similar efforts in the past, a more
streamlined application process, ensuring that
the site has convenient public transport access,
organising complementary activities besides street
performance, and more extensive promotion can
encourage participation. Larger sites such as this
would meet the needs of performers who sing
classic songs catering to older audiences as they do
not necessarily need high pedestrian flow, but do
need easy accessibility.

This could be run in a very similar way to the
WKCD’s existing scheme, which allows performers
to apply (audition) for a permit which is valid for
a year. This dispenses with the need to submit a
separate application several weeks in advance of
every performance, a major bureaucratic hurdle
which deters participation. Until the WKCD is
more fully developed, the Central waterfront will
continue to be a more desirable place for street
performers. A comprehensive performance
scheme is therefore needed in the places where
street performers currently congregate.
To implement this, the Government needs to
provide leadership at the bureau level to coordinate greater co-operation between the
Culture and Leisure branches of the LCSD, and
co-operation between the LCSD and WKCDA.
Appropriate resources must also be provided for
administration and enforcement, as inadequate
supervision and enforcement would render any
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5.4.4 Jurisdictional agreements
As noted in the Interim Report, existing street
performance hot spots on the Central and Tsim Sha
Tsui waterfronts have complicated jurisdictional
lines with different areas under the management
of different government departments and
private owners. This results in different rules
and enforcement regimes in different areas. The
Government could bring the government-owned
parcels under more unified management by
drafting memoranda of understanding between
the LCSD, the TD, and the Highways Department
(HYD) to enable LCSD staff to manage street
performance activities on adjacent pavements
and entrances to ferry terminals and other public
transport facilities on the TD and HYD’s behalf. This
should not be done to exclude street performers
from the entire waterfront, but to incorporate
the whole area into a unified street performance
management scheme.

5.4.5 Support for street performers
In the short term, the Government should also
implement some of the support measures for
street performers discussed above in section 4.4.
First and foremost, the Government should create
an official definition of street performance. This
can be based on the WKCD’s existing definition:
“Street Performance refers to acts performed
live by a person to provide public entertainment
in a public place by playing a musical instrument,
acting, reciting, singing, clowning, juggling, magic,
ballooning, comedy acts, acrobatics, dancing
or involved in art display e.g., live portraiture,
handicrafts, or other performance skills.”23 The list
of art forms should be descriptive, not prescriptive.
While some cities such as Melbourne and Prague
try to prescribe what types of performance are
accepted as a means of curation, these distinctions
are often arbitrary, disputed, and subject to
frequent change. Hence this approach is not
recommended. However, for the purposes of
licensing (see Section 5.5.2 below), it may be useful
to define broad categories of performer, e.g. music,
other performing arts, and visual art/handicrafts
for regulatory convenience.
It would be useful to specify that street
performance is intended for public enjoyment
especially in exchange for voluntary donations.
Those who engage in cultural activities for their
own recreation in public (e.g. dance practice,
religious singing) need not be defined or regulated
as street performers. Additionally, drawing a line
between freely given voluntary contributions
and contributions solicited by harassment
would draw a reasonable distinction between
street performance and begging. While some
cities further try to distinguish between street
performance and begging by stating that the
purpose of a performance should not be to elicit
pity from the audience, this definition is vague as it
is difficult to determine intent, and may reinforce
prejudices against the disabled.
Secondly, at the same time as new street
performance policies are introduced, the
Government should provide an easily navigable
website for all street performance related
information, no matter which department may be
responsible for any particular policy. At present,

information regarding the WKCD scheme, the
LCSD’s Open Stage scheme, the one-off Police
performance permit, and all relevant legislation
are all scattered. This makes it more difficult for
the public to know what is legal and for performers
to comply with legal requirements even if they
wanted. If new measures such as decibel limits
or non-profit partnerships are introduced, there
would be an even greater need for easily accessible
information.
Other measures, such as featuring street
performers in tourism promotion materials,
organising street performance events, and
organising training workshops for beginner
performers could be implemented in the short to
medium term after the COVID-19 pandemic has
subsided and public events may be held again.

5.5
		

Implementing medium- to
long-term measures

The following measures are more complex in
implementation, and are therefore recommended
as medium- to long-term policies. These policies
will require the drafting of more complicated
legislation, as well as some changes to the
Government’s administrative structure. As
stakeholders did not show a definitive preference
for either zoning or licensing, both options are
presented below.
5.5.1 Zoning
A combination of the LCSD-specific
recommendations and the non-profit partnerships
described above could make up a rudimentary
form of street performance zoning. However,
these measures have significant limitations. Street
performers range beyond LCSD-managed spaces,
and non-profits managing street performance
zones in other areas would lack legal enforcement
power. Their ability to control activities within their
designated areas would depend on reputation,
physical presence, and social influence. While
these methods might be as or more effective than
intermittently present legal enforcement officers,
there is a limit to the number of sites that artistic
non-profits could realistically manage. The size of
the sites they can manage would likely be relatively
small.
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A more extensive zoning policy would require
supporting legislation to enable enforceable rules
on pitch designation, spatial occupation, and
distancing between performers to be put into
place. A zoning system, if implemented without
any licensing requirements (see below), would be
a medium-term project. The Government would
need to draft and pass a Street Performance
Activity Bill granting the Secretary of Home Affairs
or the Commissioner for Transport the ability to
designate certain streets or public spaces “street
performance activity zones” and to set regulations
therein. This would allow rules to be tailored to site
considerations, and may include some combination
of decibel limits and amplifier restrictions (if
they need to be more site-specific than what
is described in the proposed amendments to
the Noise Control Ordinance above), a limit of 2
performers per city block, and a prohibition on
street performers obstructing pedestrian crossings,
bus stops, MTR station exits and other public
transport facilities. In especially crowded areas,
the Government may wish to actually designate
pitches in specific locations to prevent obstruction
of narrow pavements. The TD, Police, FEHD and
district offices under the Home Affairs Department
would need to co-operate with one another to
establish and implement these regulations (see
discussion of interdepartmental co-operation
below). district councils, with their detailed local
knowledge, should work with district offices to
advise on where to designate zones and individual
performance pitches.
To obtain broader acceptance from stakeholders,
this type of zoning would not prevent performers
from legally performing outside the designated
zones, but is intended to target high-footfall areas
that attract many performers, such as Mong Kok or
Causeway Bay. Suburban and new town transport
nodes which tend to only attract one or two
performers at a time do not necessarily need to be
regulated in this manner. Street performers should
be consulted on designated zones, to ensure that
the proposed locations are viable and attractive
to street performers and to make sure that the
rules are reasonable from their perspective. It is
essential to include performers in decision making
so that the zones are well utilised and do not
simply push performers to move elsewhere.
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5.5.2 Licensing
Licensing would be the most complex policy to
enact, as it needs new legislation, a dedicated
government body for its administration, and
various support measures. Hence, this would be a
longer-term project that should be implemented
if smaller-scale measures are not effective. If
licensing were implemented, a separate zoning
bill would not be necessary as zoning would
be incorporated into the licensing scheme. The
Government would need to draft and pass a
licensing bill. The bill would need to empower
the Director of Home Affairs to designate street
performance zones and set out licensing conditions
and requirements for said zones. This would enable
the Government to create large general purpose
zones as well as smaller zones which may have
more specialised requirements. The authority to
issue and revoke licences would be delegated to a
licensing or audition committee, the composition
of which will be discussed below. To prevent
redundancy and inefficiency, street performance
licences should be recognised by the WKCDA and
the LCSD.
It is recommended that similar to Melbourne’s
practice, there should be two tiers of licence. The
first would be a general purpose licence that is
valid in the majority of urban Hong Kong. To obtain
this licence, performers do not have to audition,
but should be required to undergo a safety, volume
control, crowd management and equipment
check. They should also be required to attend an
educational briefing session on street performance
rules and best practices.
Meanwhile, selected high-profile, high-footfall,
tourism-intensive areas should be designated as
auditioned zones. Performers who wish to perform
in these highly desirable areas should have to
undergo an audition.
To promote public confidence in the audition
process, the judging committee should be
composed of representatives from artistic nonprofits. It could potentially be formed in a similar
manner to the Harbourfront Commission, whose
members are nominated by various business and
environmental groups. The committee should
include representatives of street performers’

associations and advocacy groups, and not
just organisations working in the formal arts
scene. Judging criteria must be made clear and
transparent.
The Government may also consider issuing
different licence categories with different
conditions to musicians, performing and visual
artists, as their modes of operation, needs, and
impact on their surroundings are different.
To administer the licensing scheme, the
Government would need to set up a street
performance licensing office under the Home
Affairs Bureau (or a broader Street Activity Office
—see Section 5.5.4) to process and approve
applications, organise auditions, safety checks
and briefing sessions, provide information, and
serve as public liaison for the scheme by soliciting
public input and feedback. It would also have the
authority to revoke licences in case of serious
violations of requirements. It would need to
employ experts from the cultural sector, including
experienced street performers.
This government-endorsed audition scheme may
also serve as a platform for connecting street
performers with commercial property owners.
The Government may negotiate with commercial
property owners to allow auditioned licensed
performers to perform in outdoor commercial
premises on a regular basis. The property owners
would have the assurance that the performers
meet a certain artistic standard, while the street
performers would gain additional space to
perform.

issues. Either department could potentially be
responsible for distancing requirements. However,
this fragmented approach would not be optimal
since it would perpetuate existing enforcement
problems.
In the medium term, highly utilised street
performance areas/zones should have standing
joint enforcement teams, each consisting of a few
officers who maintain a presence and provide
active monitoring and mediation. This would
require deeper interdepartmental co-operation.
This joint enforcement approach could also be
used under either a zoning or a licensing strategy.
In the longer term, there is a need for the
Government to rethink the role of the FEHD
in street management more broadly. With the
long-term decline of hawking in Hong Kong,
there is no longer as much need for enforcement
teams dedicated exclusively to hawker control.
As discussed in Civic Exchange’s 2018 report
“Managing Vibrant Streets”, there are a wide
range of street activities from street performance
to myriad forms of commercial promotion, most
of which are currently handled by overburdened
street cleaning teams with inadequate legal tools.24
There is a need to form street management
enforcement teams with a broader mandate to
deal with these issues in a more integrated way.
This will necessarily involve some rethinking of the
FEHD’s mission beyond its focus on food safety and
public hygiene.

Alternatively, the Government could take an
approach similar to Taipei’s and create a dedicated
enforcement team under the aforementioned
5.5.3 Enforcement
street performance licensing office. This would also
Unlike the short-term recommendations, which do be similar to the Office of Tobacco Control (HKOTC)
not require any major realignments in enforcement under the Health Department. While this approach
responsibilities within Government, implementing also can have significant shortcomings if it is not
given adequate resources or manpower, street
zoning or licensing strategies would require more
performance enforcement should be relatively
significant changes.
feasible under this model as street performers are
concentrated in relatively few geographical areas.
If enforcement responsibilities are retained
mostly along existing lines, the Police would be
responsible for enforcement against noise and
amplifier use offences, while the FEHD would take
the main responsibility for obstruction-related
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5.5.4 Administrative reorganisation
As discussed in the Interim Report,25 part of the
difficulty in making and implementing street
performance policy in Hong Kong is that there
is no single government department whose
responsibilities this would logically fall under. While
there is a Culture Branch under the Home Affairs
Bureau, the departments and bodies under it—
the LCSD, WKCDA, Arts Development Council and
Academy of Performing Arts—are not positioned
to administer a territory-wide street performance
policy. In the long run, the Government may
consider establishing a Department of Culture to
bring together the different areas of cultural policy
implementation and to fill jurisdictional gaps. In
the short to medium term, the Government should
appoint a Commissioner for Culture, equivalent
to the existing Commissioner for Sport, to bring a
higher profile to cultural policy at the bureau level.
The lack of a Department of Culture is why it
would be necessary to establish a dedicated street
performance office to administer a future licensing
scheme. A broader-reaching alternative would be
to set up a Street Activity Office that would bring
together expertise from the urban design, cultural
development, and tourism sectors to co ordinate
various street activities from a placemaking
perspective. This would be beneficial even if the
Government ultimately decided not to implement
a street performance licensing scheme. It would
manage activities, including street performance,
commercial promotion, and special events, that
do not fall under the definition of hawking, as well
as serve as a community liaison to individuals and
groups that seek to organise street activities. The
TPPE licence process may be transferred over from
the FEHD to streamline it and to provide more
assistance to applicants.
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5.6

Engagement

Over 90 per cent of stakeholders felt it was
important for the Government to engage with
district councils, local stakeholders and street
performers. Examples from other cities also show
that a major determining factor in the success or
failure of street performance policies is ongoing
engagement with the community. Therefore, it
is strongly recommended that the Government
engage with stakeholders during the policy
formulation, implementation, and evaluation
phases. The Government should not expect to be
able to satisfy all parties or to avoid all complaints,
but to craft compromise measures that meet
the basic needs of most stakeholders. Ongoing
engagement is also necessary to ensure that
policies are practical and reasonable.
Engagement with street performers is especially
important. This is not an easy group to engage, as
most of them are not formally organised and many
lack familiarity with or confidence in standard
consultation processes (see the Interim Report for
further discussion). Some of the interviewees in
this study were experiencing engagement fatigue,
having already been interviewed by the media,
academics and students without any positive
results. Policy makers therefore need to make
special outreach efforts and listen to their inputs.
The most successful street performance policies
worldwide have the buy-in of street performers.
Regulatory approaches that depend entirely on
legal enforcement and punitive fines tend to
either generate more conflict or suppress street
performance activities to the point where they
are no longer viable. This research exercise has
shown far from being opposed to regulation, most
of the street performers interviewed were willing
to embrace rules and guidelines as long as they
serve a useful purpose in moderating conflicts and
facilitating their activities in a reasonable manner.
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